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The work presented in this thesis involves the development of a new analytical method 
for predicting the transient behaviour of squirrel cage induction motors subjected to 
pulsating mechanical loads such as a reciprocating compressor.  
 
The objective of this project is to develop analysis that will better inform the subsequent 
design method for determining the rating of industrial induction motors driving an 
oscillatory load. The analytical approach used to determine the transient response of the 
motor is based upon the harmonic coupling inductance method which is capable of 
accommodating any stator winding arrangement used in industrial motor designs. The 
analytical work described in this thesis includes the response of an induction motor 
subjected to a general oscillating load in terms of the damping and synchronous torque 
components. These torque components can be used to determine the additional system 
inertia required to limit the motor speed and current oscillations to predetermined levels. 
The work further identifies the motor-load natural resonant frequency and demonstrates 
the potential issues when driving a general oscillatory load at or close to this frequency. 
The analytical model was cross-checked using software modelling in Matlab for an 
industrial squirrel cage induction motor driving a selection of compressor loads. The 
simulation results were finally correlated with a detailed experimental validation in the 
laboratory using a squirrel cage induction motor connected to a permanent magnet 
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1.1 Background of Squirrel Cage Induction Motor 
 
Three phase induction motors are widely used in industry. Their applications are many 
and consumers are attracted to them for their reliability and good design. Induction 
motors are classified into two main types based on their rotors: squirrel cage induction 
motors and wound rotor (slip-ring) induction motors. They produce a good range of 
starting torque, ranging from medium to high starting torque [1]. 
 
The wound-rotor induction motor or slip-ring induction motor, as it is otherwise called, 
has the same stator design as the squirrel cage induction motor, where the only difference 
is the rotor design. In these types of motors, the rotor has a set of windings that are not 
short circuited as is the case in the squirrel cage type. The rotor windings are terminated 
to a set of slip rings. These slip rings can be helpful when additional external resistance is 
added to improve the starting torque [2-4] .  
 
Since the slip is directly proportional to the rotor resistance, adding more resistance to the 
motor rotor through slip rings will increase the slip. However, the slip is the main cause 
of the pull out torque, thus a higher pull out torque will be produced at lower speed. A 
certain high resistance can produce a high pull out torque at almost zero speed and at a 
low starting current. The rotor resistance will be inversely proportional to the speed. As 
the speed increases, the resistance will decrease until the rotor reaches a certain speed at 
which the external resistance will be disconnected. At this stage the motor is working as a 
standard induction motor [2]. 




The main disadvantage of the slip ring motors is the maintenance required to be carried 
out regularly for the slip rings and brush assemblies, whereas in the squirrel cage case 
this type of regular maintenance is not required. Another disadvantage is the cost, it costs 
more than cage rotor induction motor [2].  
 
In squirrel cage motors the rotor conductors are designed to be bars that pass through 
slots. The bars are connected to low resistance rings called end-rings. The starting current 
in cage rotor induction motor is high, and can reach 5 times the running current. It has a 
low power factor. One of its advantages is its very low maintenance requirements. The 
starting torque is not very good, but running torque is acceptable [1, 3]. Figure (1.1) gives 
a good illustration of the cage rotor and what it consists of. It shows the conductors that 





Figure 1.1   Squirrel Cage Rotor [2] 
 
 
The common method used for steady state analysis of induction motors is the equivalent 
circuit method. It is based on the per phase equivalent circuit of the induction motor, from 
this equivalent circuit the current in the stator and referred rotor current can be computed 
using simple circuit analysis techniques. Once the currents are available, then the power 




can be computed as well. A per phase equivalent circuit for induction motor is illustrated 











Figure 1.2   Per-Phase Equivalent Circuit of Cage Rotor Induction Motor 
 
where 
         Vsupply : Source voltage. 
          Is       : Stator current. 
          I’r        : Rotor referred current. 
          R1     : Stator resistance. 
          R’2    : Rotor referred resistance. 
          Rm    : magnetising resistance. 
           X1    : Stator reactance. 
           X’2   : Rotor referred reactance. 
          Xm    : Magnetising reactance. 
           
 
The basic principle operation of an induction machine can be illustrated thus: a rotating 
magnetic field of the stator induces currents in the rotor’s conductors; these currents can 
produce a new magnetic field, called the rotor’s magnetic field. The two magnetic fields 




interact to produce a torque which rotates the rotor, however with a slower speed than the 
stator’s flux angular speed,
sω . The difference in the two speeds is called the slip, s. That 
leads us to know the main requirements for an induction motor motion [6]: 
    ● Rotating magnetic field in the air-gap produced by the stator. 
    ● Axial currents flowing in rotor bars. 
 
An ac induction motors consists of two main parts, rotor and stator. The stator is a fixed 
outer portion and the rotor is the inner rotating part. In all electrical motors, a magnetic 
field rotation is employed to spin the rotors. This magnetic field rotation is created by the 
combination of the stator winds and supply. In three phase induction motors, the 
magnetic field rotation is produced naturally in the stator because of the nature of the 
alternating supply, whereas in single phase induction motors additional electrical 
components are needed to create this rotating field [1, 7].   
 
Simply expressed, two magnetic fields are formed inside a motor in order to spin the 
rotor. A magnetic field will be produced in the stator winding owing to the nature of the 
supply which has an alternating current that will move through the stator windings in the 
case of the three phase induction motors - and the result will be a magnetic field rotating 
in the air gap. This rotating magnetic field in the air gap will induce an electromotive 
force (EMF) in the rotor. The induced emf in the rotor will create a current that will move 
through the rotor to create another magnetic field. The interaction between the two 
electromagnetic fields will produce a twisting force - or torque - then the motor will 









1.2 Introduction to the Project 
 
This Project focuses on the analysis of the most common type of motors used in industry. 
They are the squirrel cage induction motors. This type of motor is called the work-horse 
of modern industry. They were granted this name due to the simplicity and roughness  
they have [1]. The simplicity of the rotor design in a cage rotor induction machine gives it 
preference over other types of motors in industry. 
 
The main reason of choosing this subject is to find an easy way to analyse cage rotor 
induction motor driving oscillatory loads, because back home in United Arab Emirates 
(U.A.E.) especially in the gas industry field most of the loads are oscillating loads such as 
compressors that range from medium to large size. The coupling inductances method 
presented in this thesis would assist engineers working in the oil and gas field in UAE to 
understand the cage rotor motors better especially when the loads are compressors. The 
model presented in this thesis would give the engineers better understanding of the 
behaviour of cage rotor induction motors when they have broken bars. 
   
In this project, the harmonic field analysis method is employed accompanied by coupling 
inductance method to analyze a squirrel cage induction motor to predict its torques and 
currents under variant load conditions. This analysis is meant to assist to overcome a 
certain problem occurs when squirrel cage induction motors are connected to 
reciprocating pumps or compressors, especially when the motor is chosen to be on the 
minimum required rating to run the compressor or pump at normal operation manner 
without considering the pulsating torques. In such a case, the motor will stall at the first 
pulsating torque that requires more torque than maximum ability of the motor. The choice 
is either a higher rated motor that will be good enough to overcome this difficulty for a 
few seconds and then there will be no need for its higher rated power for the rest of the 
operation period, or to keep the existing motor that has the minimum required rating to do 
the normal operation, and it can overcome the pulsating torque by the aid of using fly 
wheel (additional inertia). 




In order to do the analysis, a dynamic mathematical model of a cage rotor induction 
motor will be created. The model should be able to predict the motor stator and rotor loop 
currents as well as the rotor speed and motor mechanical torque under steady state and 
dynamic conditions. It is also able to predict their values in case of having broken bars. 
Application of the model to choose a lower rated squirrel cage induction motor to drive a 
reciprocating compressor is included in Chapter 7. 
 
 
1.3 Thesis Organisation  
 
 In order to make it easier for the reader of this thesis to have a fast overview about the 
contents of the thesis, a thesis organization section has been added to explain briefly what 
each chapter contains. 
 
Chapter one is a brief introduction about the induction motors types, and the principle of 
operation of ac induction motors. It also has the per-phase equivalent circuit of an 
induction motor. It gave an explanation on what the project is about and how it can be 
done. 
 
In Chapter two a review on induction motor dynamic analysis methods will be covered. 
Approaches used for the analysis of an induction motor connected to an oscillating load 
will be included. Techniques and approaches used to detect broken bar faults or to predict 
the behaviour of induction motor in such case should be a part of this chapter.   
 
In Chapter three the coupling inductance method based on the harmonic field approach 
will be derived for all the following four cases: 
  ● Stator - Stator Coupling Inductances. 




  ● Stator - Rotor Coupling Inductances. 
  ● Rotor - Stator Coupling Inductances. 
  ● Rotor - Rotor Coupling Inductances. 
 
The mathematical dynamic model for cage rotor induction motor that will be used to 
predict the behaviour of the motor in healthy and faulted conditions will be built in this 
chapter. A proposed solution method for the mathematical dynamic model will be 
included in Chapter three as well. 
 
Chapter four will contain a validation of the model for the steady state condition via using 
the equivalent circuit method, by comparing the results from the conventional approach 
(Equivalent Circuit) with the results from our dynamic model for the case of steady state.   
 
Chapter five will have the application of the model for the hunting load condition to 
compute the synchronizing and damping torque coefficients. Subsequently, the speed or 
torque variation can be computed if one is know. 
 
Chapter six contains the experimental validation of the model. It gives a brief illustration 
about the experiment set-up. It contains experimental results of the same motor used in 
the dynamic model analysis to compare both the simulation and experiment results.  
 
Chapter seven is an application of the model to choose an appropriate squirrel cage 
induction motor to drive a reciprocating compressor with the aid of additional inertia. The 
required inertia to maintain certain pulsating of the torque and current will be based on 
application of the model used in chapter five.  
 




Finally, Chapter eight contains the conclusions resulting from this research study and 
suggestions for future work.  
 








2.1 Induction Motor Dynamic Analysis Methods and Techniques  
 
Induction motors have been preferred in industry for a long period of time due to their 
simplicity, robustness and cost. Many methods and techniques have been introduced to 
study the behaviour of the induction motor driving a steady load such as the equivalent 
circuit approach, coupling impedance method, finite element method and many more 
methods and techniques.  
 
The equivalent circuit approach was widely used in books and published papers to 
analyze the behaviour of squirrel cage induction motor with steady load and fixed speed 
[7-11]. However, the normal equivalent circuit approach is not valid in the case of 
dynamic loads with varying motor speed. This approach was modified therefore [12] to 
obtain the transient response of the induction motor . In modelling method, an electro-
mechanical system is integrated with a two-axis (d-q) equivalent circuit of the motor 
windings to create a complete equivalent circuit for three phase induction motor. It is not 
a straight forward approach compared to the analysis of the steady state response;  
separate equations for the mechanical system are required, together with a motor 
equivalent coil circuit for the d-axis and another one for the q-axis. Transformation 
matrices are used to convert the physical windings to equivalent d-q coils.  Solution of 
the resulting set of first-order differential equations produces the time response of the 
motor. 
 
In [13] the analysis of the three phase squirrel cage induction motor was different. The 
coupling impedances method was used; the motor was represented as a set of equations in 




a matrix form to be solved to give stator, rotor loop and end-ring currents. The 
generalized harmonic analysis using the coupling impedance method was used to predict 
the performance of cage rotor induction motor with stator faults in [14]. The coupling  
impedance method is not valid for the analysis of the cage motors with dynamic load 
conditions such as a reciprocating compressor, because the load is time-varying and this 
method is only valid for steady state condition. 
 
The finite element method (FEM) was used to analyze the wound rotor induction motor 
transient torque and current in [15]. This method used the circuit equation approach and 
coupled magnetic field. It can be extended to accommodate a cage rotor induction motor 
relatively easily. The FEM approach is valid for dynamic load analysis, but it is relatively 
expensive in terms of computational time. 
 
In [16, 17] the dynamic model of a cage rotor induction motor was proposed based on the 
winding function approach and coupled magnetic circuit approach. The model is a set of 
differential equations for m-phase induction machine with n rotor bars. The parameters of 
the model are assumed to be calculated directly from the geometry and winding layout of 
the machine using the provided equations. This model was used to predict the behaviour 
of multiphase induction machine during the transient as well as steady state behaviour 
including the effects of stator asymmetry, broken rotor bars, and broken end-rings.  
 
A dq-model for the dynamic behaviour of an induction motor including the effects of 
saturation on leakage and magnetizing inductance was introduced in [18]. The motor is 
represented by a set of differential equations in the dq reference frame. The stator leakage 
inductance was replaced by the sum of the air-dependent end-winding leakage inductance 
and the iron-dependent saturated leakage inductance. The same thing applies to the rotor 
winding in the case of a wound rotor machine. The model parameters such as stator and 
rotor resistances and reactance were measured using no-load test and locked-rotor test. 
 




A modified winding function approach (MWFA) has been used in [19] to analyse the 
dynamic performance of a single phase squirrel cage induction motor with a eccentric 
rotor. The motor was mathematically modelled by a set of differential equations in a 
matrix form that would be solved by a numerical method to get the currents in the stator 
and rotor loops. The model was based on the coupled magnetic circuit technique. The 
stator circuit has three parts; two main windings (to be connected in parallel for low 
voltage applications or in series for higher voltage applications) and an auxiliary starting 
winding. In the computation of the stator windings voltages therefore (two main windings 
and auxiliary winding), the voltage across the capacitor should be included. The same 
approach was used to analyze the performance of a three phase induction motor under 
mixed eccentricity conditions in [20], finite element method was used to substantiate the 
inductance values. 
 
A modified two-axis mathematical model for a three phase induction motor has been 
developed to include the skin effect, the temperature influence on the parameters and 
allowing for the stator and rotor windings and stator and rotor core average temperature 
evaluation [21]. This model is useful for any dynamic studies mainly those including fast 
motor speed changes and intermittent loads. In this paper the model parameters were 
either measured using the no-load and locked-rotor methods or provided by the motor 
manufacturers. There are no equations provided to compute the inductances.  
 
Space magnetic motive force (MMF) harmonics are often ignored to make the model 
simpler; however, in the proposed model of [22] that is based on the rotating field theory, 
the mmf harmonics are not ignored. Simple connection matrices are used to model 
winding interconnections. This unified approach was proposed to analyze steady-state 
performance of single phase cage motor having any number of windings interconnected 
in any conceivable manner, with any number of capacitors. This approach has used the 
coupling impedances technique to build the model of the single phase induction motor, 
but the coupling impedances technique is valid only for steady state analysis. 
 




A theoretical analysis model of induction motor was made based on rotating field theory 
in [23] for a wound rotor and squirrel cage induction motor to study the behaviour of 
these motors in a healthy case and two faulty cases. The faulty cases included a single 
broken bar fault and an imbalanced stator voltage supply fault. The model was based on 
the machine variables (abc), but the torque equation used the dq-axis currents 
components for the stator and rotor which required an additional transformation step. A 
Simulink software package was used to model the motor and plot the results. The load 
applied to the motor was steady. 
 
A mathematical dynamic model for a three phase induction motor which is able to 
reproduce the induction motor electromagnetic torque oscillations at steady state due to 
air-gap irregularities was described in [24]. In this paper, equations for the self and 
mutual winding inductances have been derived. This approach basically modifies the 
inductance matrices elements to include the irregularities of the stator and rotor. The 
derivation of this model was based on a wound-rotor induction machine that has an 
elliptical rotor surface form.  
 
Another type of dynamic model used for induction motors was based on the modified 
two-axes equivalent circuit of the motor [25]. 3D and 2D finite element techniques were 
used to determine the parameters of those equivalent circuits. This approach is quite 
expensive from the computational time point of view. It cannot predict the rotor bar 
currents in the case of squirrel cage induction motor. 
 
In [26] a generalized two-axes (dq-axes) model for a squirrel cage induction motor was 
developed based on the winding function approach and coupled magnetic circuit theory. 
In this paper the loop inductances for healthy case or broken bars case was done by the 
winding function approach on the machine variables (abc) to build the rotor inductances 
matrix, then transformed into equivalent dq matrix. In this approach many transformation 
processes were needed, because the inductance matrix depends on the rotor angle position 
which should be updated at each calculation step of the simulation. The results of the 




simulation were the dq components of the rotor currents but did not have information on 
each physical rotor bar current. 
 
A Simulink model for the dynamic analysis of a cage rotor induction motor with steady 
load was developed by [27]. This technique analyzes the dynamic behaviour of the 
squirrel cage induction motor during starting only. The parameters of the motor were 
measured by the no-load test and the locked rotor test. The Simulink model is based on 
the dq- axes representation of the squirrel cage induction motor. It does not provide 
information about specific rotor loop currents or rotor bar currents.  
 
 A mathematical dynamic model based on a dq transformation has been used in [28] to 
simulate the steady-state performance of squirrel cage induction motor. The parameters 
of the motor were measured by the two well known tests; no-load test and locked-rotor 
test. The load applied to the motor was a steady load; the only dynamic analysis of the 
motor was the transient response of the motor during starting. This model like any other 
dq-model cannot predict the current in each rotor loop or bar. 
 
 
2.2 Analysis of Induction Motors with an Oscillating Load 
 
A periodically pulsating load torque such as the torque produced by a reciprocating 
compressor for example, causes the speed of the driving motor to fluctuate. It also causes 
the current drawn by the motor to fluctuate as well. The effect of these fluctuations can 
affect the motor directly or also affect other loads fed from the motor bus-bar. It could 
cause a major mechanical or electrical failure if it was not looked at and reduced to safe 
limits. The effect on the load can be clearly seen for example as periodic flickering of 
lighting loads fed from the same bus-bar. In order to reduce the current pulsation into a 
certain limit, it is important to know the nature of the system to which the driving motor 




is connected. When the motor is only a small portion of the total load fed from the bus-
bar, a large current pulsation can be permitted as long as the total average of current is 
less than the maximum full load current. When a lighting load and a motor are fed from 
the same small transformer however, it may be necessary to restrict the motor current 
pulsations to lower levels. 
 
The hunting equivalent circuits of a salient-pole synchronous machine, a doubly fed 
single-phase  Selsyn, single-phase induction motor and polyphase induction motor was 
first covered by Kron in [29]. A general method to establish equivalent circuits to 
determine the hunting characteristics such as damping and synchronising torques of a 
standard type of electrical machine was explained in this paper. Kron’s equivalent circuits 
consist of a steady state equivalent circuit and two hunting equivalent circuits, as 




Figure 2.1  Polyphase Induction Motor Steady State Network [29] 
 
 




                                            
Figure 2.2  Polyphase Induction Motor Hunting Networks [29] 
 
where 
         rs    : Stator resistance. 
         rr     : Rotor resistance. 
         Xs, Xr    : stator and rotor reactance, respectively.  
         s       : slip. 
         E      : induced voltage into rotor circuit in steady state condition. 
         I       : rotor current in steady state condition. 
        
1ΔI    : rotor current for positive hunting frequency. 
        
2ΔI    : rotor current for negative hunting frequency. 
        
1ΔE   : rotor induced voltage for positive hunting frequency. 
        
2ΔE   : rotor induced voltage for negative hunting frequency. 
         h       : hunting frequency. 
 




In [30] the damping torque coefficient was defined as  the slope of the steady-state 
torque-speed curve when the load oscillation frequency is zero, 
nh = 0 . This damping 
torque coefficient can be positive or negative during normal operation. It is positive when 
the torque developed increases as the slip increases. At considerably larger slips where 
increasing the slip leads to a decrease in developed torque, the damping torque coefficient 
will be negative. In an induction motor both the magnitude of the hunting torque 
coefficient and the relative phase angle between the torque and the rotor speed depends 
upon the oscillation frequency. At certain frequencies a component of hunting torque in 
phase with the angular displacement is produced. That component of the hunting torque 
is known as the synchronising torque. 
 
The method which was used in calculating the hunting torque coefficients, damping and 
synchronizing torque coefficients, was an equivalent circuit method. The equivalent 
circuits that were used were the Kron’s equivalent networks for steady state and hunting 
condition in figures (2.1 & 2.2). 
                                                     
In [31], the author defined the total current variation to be the maximum current minus 
the minimum current during a complete pulsation cycle. He limited the pulsating current 
to 66 percent of the full load current as the maximum acceptable value, because this 
magnitude would not have any significant effect on motor performance, or life, and in 
most cases if the motor was part of a power system, the voltage variation would not be 
noticeable. The author introduced an equation for calculating current pulsations of any 
synchronous motor driving a reciprocating compressor, expressed in percent of the motor 
full-load current.  In his equation, it was clear that the pulsating current is entirely 
controlled by the compressor factor and the motor damping factor. In most practical 
applications, using different synchronous motors with different damping factors does not 
significantly affect the magnitude of the pulsation. Thus, the current pulsation produced 
by a reciprocating compressor load was determined entirely by the compressor factor. 
According to this approach the compressor factor played the key role in choosing the 
flywheel size that was required to maintain the current pulsation of the motor stator  




within the acceptable limit of 66% of the full load current. 
 
 After computing the value of the compressor factor which gave the desired limit of the 
current pulsation in terms of the full load current, the main equation was then used for the 
compressor factor to solve for the system moment of inertia. From the system moment of 
inertia, the required flywheel size was obtained. 
 
One of the main shortcomings of this approach was the focus on the compressor side in 
all the calculations of the current pulsations and using only the synchronizing coefficient 
in the compressor factor, and the damping factor in the current pulsation equation. This 
approach had very long detailed steps to be followed in order to determine the flywheel 
size. 
 
A new approach to determine the current pulsations of an induction motor connected to a 
reciprocating compressor was presented in [32]. The induction motor was represented by 
its general 2-axis equations. Those equations were then solved to obtain the motor current 
waveforms as a direct output to determine the value of the pulsation. It was not easy to 
solve that system of equations and a numerical solution was used to give a close 
approximation. The Runge Kutta method was used to do the approximation based on the 
pre-determined initial values. Another aim of this paper was to show how inaccurate it 
was to use the steady state solution to determine the current pulsations of an induction 
motor connected to a reciprocating compressor. It also shows that an induction motor has 
a synchronising capability, and that the compressor factor equation was similar to that of 
a synchronous motor. 
 
The damped-speed oscillations happen when an induction motor reaches synchronous 
speed, they are caused by the low slip damping torque and the synchronising torque. This 
damped-speed oscillations is experienced when an induction motor is running and 
connected to load which will made it decelerate [32].   




When an induction motor is subjected to a forced-slip oscillation such as applying a load 
suddenly, the motor torque changes. Two types of torques will be present. A torque 
component that causes the machine torque to oscillate called the damping torque and 
another torque component that causes the induction machine to run as a synchronous 
machine called the synchronising torque. After applying the load to the induction motor, 
the mean or damping torque causes the motor torque to start to oscillate with rapid 
acceleration/deceleration. The trapped magnetic flux in the rotor during these oscillations 
will combine with the synchronously rotating field to produce a synchronising torque 
[32].  
 
A second order transfer function approach was used in [33] to simulate and examine 
forced oscillations due to pulsating loads. This paper represents a model for which the 
machine parameters were easily obtained, and the computational time was less. The 
author showed how to calculate the undamped natural frequency of the motor-compressor 
combination. This approach was discussed by other interested researchers in this field in 
[34]. The transfer function approach was applicable for normal supply frequencies, but it 
was not applicable to examine the dynamics of the induction motors supplied through a 
low-frequency source. 
 
A method has been developed by Riches [35] to analyse induction motors with pulsating 
loads, however this method uses the slope of the steady-state speed-torque curve for 
damping torque and neglected the synchronizing torque completely. This assumption was 
valid only for very low pulsating frequencies. He also assumed current pulsations equal 
to power pulsations because the magnetizing component of the current was constant for 
induction motors, but the load component of the current pulsates with the power. 
 
The calculation of torque pulsation used in [36] was a continuation of that developed by 
Halberg [31] to calculate the torque pulsations for synchronous motor. It used the steady 
state and hunting frequency networks to compute the damping torque and synchronising 
torque as a function of per unit pulsation frequency. The current pulsations were 




determined from the steady state current and hunting component of current after 
combining them. The analysis used in this paper started with calculating both the 
synchronising and damping coefficients,  
sT  and dT , respectively of the motor for the per 
unit pulsation frequencies corresponding to the Fourier series representing the torque 
curve of the compressor. This approach had two ways to find the current and torque 
pulsations. One approximating method depended on the vector diagram along with the 
equation for the electrical torque. However for the direct calculation of the current 
pulsations or to calculate the torque, current, power factor and slip over a complete cycle, 
the stator currents for the steady-state and hunting networks were computed. It should be 
noted that for the hunting networks, the stator currents; '1 nI  and 
'
2 nI  for n(1 + h )  and 
n(1 - h )  hunting frequency networks respectively, should be computed for each harmonic 
frequency. These stator currents correspond to the amplitude of oscillation of the rotor 
about its average position. The amplitude and phase angle of the periodic displacement of 
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  electrical rad (2.1) 
 
where  
        e(n)δ : amplitude of the periodic displacement of the rotor from its average position. 
        
n n(ψ  - γ ) : phase angle of the periodic displacement of the rotor from its average 
                        position. 











        
0a : average torque of the compressor in Ib.ft 




        
BT : Base motor torque in Ib.f. 




T  = 
N   0.746
x . 
         kVA: kVA input to the motor at rated load. 
        
sN : synchronous speed in rpm. 
        
seT : synchronising torque coefficient per unit kW/ electrical radian. 
 
In order to get the stator current corresponding to the actual displacement of the rotor for 
each of the harmonics, the amplitude of the periodic displacement of the rotor from its 
average position, e(n)δ , was multiplied by the hunting-circuits stator currents. This step can 
be summarized as follows [36]: 
 
'
e (n) 1 n e (n) n n
'
e (n) 2 n e (n) n n
δ  (ΔI )=δ (C  - j D )
δ  (ΔI )=δ (E  - j F )
   (2.2) 
 
From the values computed above for
nC , nD , nE , and nF  and e(n)δ  
 
n e (n) n n
n e (n) n n
n e (n) n n
n e (n) n n
a =δ (C  + E )
b =δ (D  - F )
d =δ (D  + F )
e =δ ( E - C )
   (2.3) 
 
The steady state stator current, ' I , which corresponds to the average torque required by 
the compressor can then be expressed as  
   ' I = G – j H 
                                                ' I = G cos (2π f t) + H sin (2π f t)                                  (2.4) 




The total current drawn by the motor will consist of two parts: the steady state current, 
plus the variation of the stator current corresponding to the actual displacement of the 
rotor for each harmonic (pulsation component of the stator current) [36].  
 
 ' 'I  + ΔI  = A cos( 2π f t) + B sin(2π f t)    (2.5) 
   
where 
         
n=
2 2
n n 1 (n) n n
n=1
A = G +  a  + b  cos ( n ω t - θ  + ψ  - γ  )

 . 
         
n=
2 2
n n 2 (n) n n
n=1
B = H +   + e  cos ( n ω t - θ  + ψ  - γ  )d

 . 




θ  = tan
a
. 








The amplitude of the total current therefore was 2 2A B . The maximum amplitude 




2.3 Broken Bar Detection Methods and Techniques  
 
A motor failure can lead to an interruption of an industrial process, reducing of 
production, and may damage other related machinery. Subsequently, a loss of revenue is 




usually the result of a motor failure. In some industrial fields where unexpected 
shutdowns in production is very expensive such as the oil and gas industry, an early 
detection of broken rotor bars in an induction motor is in considerable demand. Broken 
rotor bars faults are considered as one of the popular faults for cage rotor induction motor 
and account for a considerable percentage of total induction motor failure in small motors 
[37]. They are normally caused by one or more of the following reasons: 
- Thermal stress due to overload. 
- Mechanical stress due to loose laminations. 
- Dynamic stress due to load torque. 
- Magnetic stress due to electromagnetic forces. 
- Environment stress due to contamination, abrasion of rotor material. 
 
An early paper [13] describes an induction machine analysis in order to detect faults in 
rotor bars employing rotating field theory. It studies the electrical and electromagnetic 
behaviour of the machine under fault conditions. It shows that in the case of a healthy 
rotor with no broken bars, the amplitude of the rotor bar currents are equal and they are of 
fixed phase progression around the rotor periphery. On the other hand when there is one 
or more broken bars in the rotor, the cage is asymmetrical and in this case the rotor bar 
currents are not of equal amplitude and their phase progression is disturbed. 
 
When a balanced positive-sequence supply voltage is applied to the stator windings, each 
individual winding produces a forward rotating field in the air gap which induces slip 
frequency EMFs in the rotor bars. These EMFs will create slip frequency currents in the 
rotor bars which will produce an air gap field that contains a field component 
fundamentally distributed and rotating in the forward direction. It also contains a field 
component of equal amplitude but rotating backward with respect to the rotor. Both field 
components rotate at slip speed. In the healthy rotor case, these backwards rotating 
components cancel out to produce a zero resultant. However in the case of broken rotor 




bars, the backwards rotating components resultant is not zero. The backwards rotating 
field rotates at slip speed with respect to the rotor, and rotates forwards with respect to the 
stator with speed equal to (1-2s) times the synchronous speed. This backwards rotating 
field therefore induces EMFs in the stator windings with frequency equal to │1-2s│f 
[13]. This approach shows that twice slip frequency components of the stator current 
spectral analysis could be used to determine broken bars in a cage rotor induction motor. 
 
Excessive vibration, noise and sparking during starting are the most common indicator of 
broken bars in squirrel cage motors [38]. A computer-based instrument to detect broken 
bars in squirrel cage induction motor while it is in service was proposed in this paper. 
This instrument processes the signals of the external flux and the stator current, then 
transforms them from the time domain into the frequency spectra. The spectra were then 
examined against the preloaded harmonics that characterize the defects. Finally, an 
algorithm was applied and if a match happened between the samples processed and the 
preloaded data, warning of a rotor fault was generated. 
 
Most of the current spectral analysis used to detect broken bars assumed a steady load 
condition. However in a case of a time-varying load, the motor current spectral harmonics 
produced by the load overlap the harmonics produced by the fault [39]. In this paper it 
was shown that the effect of the oscillating load on the stator current spectrum cannot be 
separated without knowing the angular position of the fault with respect to the load 
torque. Due to the difficulty of knowing the spatial location of the fault, the effect of the 
oscillating load on the current spectrum cannot be separated. On-line detection schemes 
must depend therefore on multiple frequency signatures to detect a harmonic that is not 
obscured by the load effect. 
 
The majority of detection techniques for broken rotor bars in cage induction motors are 
based on the assumption that there is no current flowing in the broken bar, however in 
certain motors large currents can flow in the broken bar by means of an interbar current 
[40]. It is possible for the current to flow in a broken bar if the break occurs near one end-




ring. It was shown that interbar currents reduce the magnetic imbalance caused by broken 
bars. In the case of monitoring the sidebands around the fundamental to detect broken 
bars fault, it can be difficult to recognize them due to the reduction in their amplitude 
caused by the interbar current. 
 
The transient analysis of a multiphase squirrel cage induction motor with broken bars 
based on the winding function approach which accounts for all space harmonics has been 
covered in [17]. This approach involves higher order space harmonics that have been 
ignored in many other approaches. Space harmonics have been included in deriving the 
equations that describes the motor transient and steady state performance. All the study 
cases included in this paper assumed no-load condition. 
 
An analysis of the performance of cage rotor induction motor with broken bars by solving 
the voltage and torque differential equations that represent it without transformation and 
using a 3
rd
 order Runge Kutta numerical method is presented in [41]. A steady load has 
been considered in the analysis. The authors concluded that a pulsating component of the 
electromagnetic torque and the mechanical angular velocity was present at 2sf frequency. 
This frequency may be used therefore to detect a broken bar fault in a cage rotor 
induction motor. 
 
The effects of the source supply such as unbalance supply voltages, presence of time 
harmonics due to the use of solid state inverters or nonlinearity of machine characteristics 
due to saturation make it very difficult to detect broken bars in cage induction motors. 
However, the proposed approach in [42] to detect the broken bars faults by analysing the 
induced voltages in the stator windings due to only the rotor currents after disconnecting 
the motor from the supply. After disconnecting the motor from the supply, the shape of 
the magnetomotive force (MMF) produced by the rotor currents of a healthy rotor cage 
was predominantly sinusoidal because this MMF should not have noticeable harmonics 
other than the fundamental. In the case of a rotor with broken bars however, the MMF 




wave shape produced by the rotor currents will be distorted due to the presence of the 
harmonics other than the fundamental even under no-load conditions. 
 
An industrial application of current signature analysis (CSA) to diagnose a broken bar 
fault in 3-phase squirrel cage induction motor has been presented in [43]. Actual 
industrial case histories were mentioned. It explains how CSA works to analyse the 
current spectrum to show the twice slip frequency sideband due to a broken bar. The 
lower sideband with respect to the fundamental was due to a broken bar fault, but the 
higher sideband was due to the rotor speed oscillations. The authors mentioned 
difficulties that can significantly affect the diagnosis of broken bars faults such as the 
reduced amplitude of the twice slip frequency due to high inertia of the system or to the 
type of the load. 
 
A new improved handheld instrument to detect rotor broken bars, air-gap eccentricity, 
shorted turns in LV stator windings and gearbox effects was introduced in [44]. It was 
based on the analysis of the stator current signature. In the case of a motor connected to a 
gearbox, a slow speed gearbox might give rise to current components of frequencies 
similar to those caused by broken bars. The authors used the following equation to 




e source rf  = f  ± n f    (2.6) 
where 
          
ef : current spectrum component due to mechanical problem. 
          
sourcef : supply frequency. 
          n : harmonic number, n = 1, 2, 3, ........ 




          
rf : rotational speed frequency of the rotor. 
 
Equation (2.6) will identify the frequency of the harmonics in the Fast Fourier Transform 
(FFT) analysis of the current spectrum due to the slow speed rotating shaft. The authors 
used the following equation to identify the range in which rotor broken bars can be 
detected: 
 broken_bars fl sourcef  = (1 ± 2s )  f    (2.7) 
where 
          
fls : full load slip. 
          broken_barsf : range of broken bars frequency. 
 
A new method to detect rotor broken bars faults in cage induction motor based on the 
analysis of the stator current during start-up using discrete wavelet transform (DWT) was 
proposed in [45]. This method uses a Daubechues-40 mother wavelet in the Matlab 
wavelet toolbox. It decomposes the current into a set of signals represented by three 
frequency bands. These levels are 'a8' for frequency range 0 - 9.76 Hz, 'd8' for 9.76 - 
19.53 Hz and 'd7' for 19.53 - 39.06 Hz. In the case of healthy rotor bars, no significant 
variation appears in the characteristic pattern in the wavelet decomposition of the start-up 
current. However, in the case of broken bars a particular variation that fits the 
characteristic pattern appears. This method required a minimum length for the motor 
start-up to allow for several periods in each wavelet signal and identify the characteristic 
pattern associated with broken bars. It did not support on-line monitoring of the machine. 
 
In [46] a new diagnosing method to detect broken bars in cage rotor induction motors 
based on vibration spectrum analysis obtained by a vibration sensor was introduced. It is 
unlike the other condition monitoring methods such as the motor current signature 
analysis (MCSA), Park’s vector method, motor parameter estimation, and many more 




that require several sensors that need to be pre-installed and require live connects in some 
cases. It could be easily performed on-site by a technician in a short period of time. This 
method was based on the exact determination of the mains frequency, f, and the slip, s. It 
basically analysed the rotor rotational frequency,
mf , because with broken bars, there was 
oscillations in speed with a frequency 2sf. These oscillations will appear as lower 
sidebands in the vibration spectrum around the rotor rotational frequency at 
mf ± 2sf  .The 
magnitude of the lower side bands created by the rotor broken bars increases with the 
number of bars broken. It required exact determination of the mains frequency and the 
rotor slip. If these were approximated even closely, it could give a wrong diagnosis 
especially in case of an oscillatory load. 
 
Intelligent diagnosis of rotor broken bars in cage induction motors based on training a 
neural network for extracting features from the vibration spectrum was described in [47]. 
No speed sensor was needed to find the exact speed and slip, the exact velocity could be 
found in the motor vibration spectrum and the slip computed from this. The authors used 
a Matlab three layer feed forward neural network. The topology of the neural network for 
fault diagnosis consists of an input layer, a hidden layer and an output layer. The input 
layer consists of the motor slip, magnitude of the left sideband fault component and the 
magnitude of the right sideband fault component. In the hidden layer a number of neurons 
was selected by trial and error. The output of the network was either healthy, 1 broken 
bar or 2 broken bars. 
 
 A method to detect broken rotor bars in single-phase induction motors driving a 
reciprocating compressor, based on the analysis of the auxiliary winding voltage was 
proposed in [48]. After the machine starts up, it accelerates to full speed and then the 
auxiliary winding is disconnected. During this time, the auxiliary winding can work as a 
search coil to detect any flux variation that was caused by a fault. The induced voltage in 
the auxiliary winding was a function of the rotor speed as well as the stator and rotor 
currents, thus the effect of the pulsating torque would also appear in the voltage induced 
in the auxiliary winding. In order to get rid of the pulsating torque effect, the authors used 






 harmonic frequency in particular in this analysis, because the 5
th
 harmonic is a 
negative sequence component and produced a very low equivalent rotor resistance. The 
rotor can be regarded therefore as a short circuit. For a short-circuited rotor, the rotor 
current would be approximately equal in value and opposite in direction to the stator 
current. The analysis of the auxiliary winding voltage at this specific harmonic 
frequency
s(f = (5)  (f ) = (5) (60) = 300Hz)  would then show side bands due to the 
pulsating torque at (5 - 4 s) f  and those due to any broken bars at (5 - 2 s) f . 
 
An on-line current monitoring method to detect broken bars in three phase cage rotor 
induction motor based on the spectral analysis of the input RMS current was detailed in 
[49].  The broken bar fault frequency component in the RMS current spectrum could be 
detected at 2sf. The magnitude of the RMS current oscillatory component could be used 
to know severity of the rotor fault. This method assumed steady load condition. For the 
case of an oscillating load condition, the stator current RMS value would change and this 
method would not be applicable. 
 
A characteristic performance analysis of a three phase cage rotor induction motor with 
broken bars  using a time-stepping coupled finite element approach was presented in [50]. 
It was shown that the third harmonic component of the air-gap flux density for the case of 
broken rotor bars was significantly higher than that for the healthy case. The third 
harmonic component of the air-gap flux density could therefore be used to detect broken 
bar faults.  
 
The amplitude of the third harmonic component increased as the number of broken bar 
increased. 
 
A cage induction motor with broken bars was diagnosed using the motor model obtained 
from a time stepping finite element method (TSFEM) during start-up in [51]. The TSFE 




method was used because the dq approach could not model the spatial distribution of the 
stator windings, the slots on both sides of the air-gap, and the topology of the magnetic 
circuit. The winding function approach does not include the variation of the air-gap 
permeance due to the slots of the stator and rotor and also the magnetic saturation of the 
core. This approach proposed a new frequency pattern for detecting of broken rotor bars 
during start-up. It analyzed the current spectrum for harmonic components with 
frequencies 
r(3n + 4) f  ( rf =s sf  - the rotor frequency, sf - the supply frequency, n is the 
harmonic number and s - the slip) to detect broken bars and the amplitude of these 
frequencies for the number of broken bars. In this approach, the speed and torque spectra 
were analyzed to search for the 2s
sf  harmonic component to indicate broken bars. Both 
signals showed the harmonic components of 2s
sf  in the case of a broken bar, and the 
amplitude of this component increased as the number of broken bars increased. 
 
Using the instantaneous active and reactive current components to separate the effects of 
broken bars from those caused by an oscillating load was introduced in [52]. It showed 
that the effect of broken rotor bars appeared as significant sidebands to the fundamental 
in the instantaneous reactive current spectrum, while the effect of the low frequency 
oscillating load appeared as significant sidebands around the fundamental but in the 
instantaneous active current spectrum. This approach however was not valid for high 





The methods and techniques mentioned earlier in this chapter covered a wide spread of 
induction motor transient, steady state and dynamic analysis. Some of these analyze the 
induction motor behaviour in the case of broken rotor bars for steady state condition, 
start-up or dynamic conditions. They covered the analysis of synchronizing and damping 
coefficients to calculate the pulsating torque and current using Kron’s hunting networks. 




However, none of these methods represented a comprehensive analysis for cage induction 
motors with an oscillating load such as a reciprocating compressor using the harmonic 
field analysis. The method presented in this thesis makes it easier to compute the 
synchronizing and damping torque coefficients in order to calculate the pulsating speed, 
torque and current in the case of an oscillating load. It does not involve the complicated 
Kron hunting networks. It also uses a simple approach using the damping and 
synchronizing torque coefficients to determine the inertia needed to limit the torque 
pulsations. The dynamic model used in this approach also has the ability to predict the 
behaviour of cage induction motors with a broken rotor bars or end-rings with relative 
ease.  





Coupling Inductance Method and Mathematical Dynamic Model  
 
 
3.1 Coupling Inductance Method 
 
3.1.1 Introduction  
 
The coupling impedance method has been used before in the analysis of induction motors 
in [14].  Calculation of the coupling impedances can be done using harmonic field 
analysis or the finite element method (FEM) as explained in [53]. However, the coupling 
impedance method as previously described can only model an induction machine when 
operating at fixed speed. It does not work for dynamic load and varying speed. The 
coupling inductance method is the preferred approach however because it is considered 
as the most comprehensive technique for the analysis of an induction machine with fixed 
or changing speed. 
 
The calculation of the coupling inductance is based on the following assumptions: 
● A winding is a set of series connected coils. 
● The applied voltages and currents are sinusoidal. 
● The radial air-gap length is small compared to the air-gap diameter. 
● Saturation is ignored or included using empirical factors. 
● A harmonic wave number, k, can be defined in a normal manner for the υ-th harmonic 
as follow: 
   k = 2pυ/d                             υ = ……-3,-2,-1, 1, 2, 3 …         




  where d is the mean diameter of the machine. This allows the machine to be linearised   
  into x, y, z coordinates.  
 
 
3.1.2 Stator - Stator Coupling Inductances 
 
The stator winding conductor density distributions are defined in the usual way to form a 
balanced three-phase set section [54-56]. This technique allows the winding conductors / 
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
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Figure 3.1  Linearised Stator / Rotor / Air-Gap and x, y, z Coordinates 
 
 





              n: the stator winding number. 
              s: Stator winding slot number. 
              
sy : position of the s-th slot around the air-gap from the reference point.  
              Ns: number of turns in the s-th slot. 
 
There is a spatial phase shift between the phase windings. For balanced three-phase 
windings, they are separated by 2π/3 radians and that is presented in the equations by 
assuming the first phase is the reference for the other two.  
 






i = I  cos(ωt + )















J (y,t) = i (t) C (y)
           = i (t) N  e









Ignoring slotting permeances effects, the derivative of the flux with respect to 'y' can be 















k = - 
b (y,t) = B  e


  (3.8) 
 
Differentiating (3.8) with respect to 'y' and then solving for 
k
mB  from (3.6) and (3.7), we 










Equation (3.9) describes a set of rotating flux density waves, each of which rotates in the 
air-gap at a speed of ω/(υp) radians per second.  
 
If there is an element 'dy' on the stator surface, it will be linked by the following flux  
 
mdφ = w b (y,t) dy  (3.10) 
where w is the axial length of the machine. Then (3.10) can be rearranged to be 
                                                       m
dφ
 = w b (y,t) 
dy
                                                    (3.11) 
Thus, the flux linking the element will be  










                                        (3.12) 
In the standard form 





φ(y,t) =  φ   e















φ  =  i (t) N  
k g
                                                     (3.14) 
 
In order to find the total mutual flux linkage with the n-th stator winding, we need to 
integrate the product of the conductor distribution of the n-th winding and the flux 
linkage with the m-th winding over the periphery of the machine, πd. 
Thus, the total mutual flux linkage will be 
                                
πd
k l
-j ( k+l ) y
nm,n m
k=- l=-0
ψ (t)     φ  N  e dy
 
 
                                         (3.15)                     
This will be zero unless l = -k. 
Then, the total mutual flux linkage between the two stator windings will be 









k = - 
ψ (y,t) = πd  φ  N
-μ wπd










                                      (3.16)                     
 
This mutual flux linkage will produce a forward emf, and the mutual/self coupling 
inductance between the m-th and n-th stator windings is thus: 
                                              m,n m,n mψ (t) =  -M  i (t)                                                      (3.17) 
 
From the last two equations, an expression for the mutual coupling inductance between 
the two stator windings is: 





k = - 
μ wπd




                                    





k = - 
μ wπd 1




                                         (3.18) 
 




If only the positive wave number, k, is to be considered in the computation of the self or 
mutual inductances between stator windings, then equation 3.17 can be expressed as 
follow:  







M  = Re[  N  N ]
g k

                                           (3.19) 
 
 
3.1.3 Stator - Rotor Mutual Coupling Inductances 
 
The stator - rotor mutual inductances will depend on the wave number, k, which depends 
on the harmonic number, υ, so the stator - rotor mutual coupling inductances are 
determined on a harmonic by harmonic basis. 
 
A model for the rotor cage has to be developed in order to do this derivation. The model 
that was chosen in this case is to have the rotor cage as series of loops created by adjacent 


















Figure 3.2  Induction Motor Cage Rotor Model 
 
 




A coordinate transformation should be done to express the flux produced by the m-th 
stator winding in rotor coordinates. Thus, a point 'y' in stator coordinate can be expressed 
in rotor coordinate as                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                         ' my = y  + y                                                           (3.20) 
where  m r
d
y =  ω  t
2
. 
                                                                              
Stator winding 'm' will produce an air-gap field that will travel around the air-gap to link 
the rotor; this field can be expressed in the rotor coordinates as follows: 
                m m
k k- j k  - 
m m m
k = - k = - 




                             (3.21) 
If we suppose there is an element on the surface of the rotor that is occupying the area     
"dx'.dy' ", then the flux linking that element is 
                                        
mdφ = b (y',t) dx' dy'                                                   (3.22) 
 
For a machine with an axial length of w, the total flux will be 




dφ = b (y',t) dx'  dy'                                                           (3.23) 
 
At a point ˝ x' ˝ on the rotor, y' = yr' + x' sin(γ). γ defines the angle of rotor skew in this 
model, as shown in figure 3.1. Thus the υ-th harmonic flux is 
                                     m
w/2
k




dφ = B  e dx'  e  dy'        










                             (3.24) 
 




Evaluating the integration between the brackets with respect to ˝ dx' ˝ will help us to 







-j k x' sin γ -j k x' sin γ B   e  dx' =  B  e  dx'                                                   





m m m sk
-w/2
-j k x' sin γ
w k sin γ
sin
2
 B   e  dx' = B  w   = w B  k





  (3.25) 
 
where kskk  is the conventional υ-th harmonic rotor skew factor.  
                                        k
sk
w k sin γ
sin
2
k  =   





                                                  (3.26) 
 
Thus, the υ-th harmonic flux linking the rotor element will be 




'-j k y -j k yr
 dφ  = w B  k  e e dy'                                                   (3.27) 
 
The total flux linkage between the stator m-th winding and the rotor reference loop can be 
determined after integrating the flux linking ˝ dx'.dy' ˝ element along the total width of 
the rotor reference loop, λr.  
                                 m
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  mm,r sk
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ψ  = w B  k  λ  e    e
k λr
2




                     (3.28) 
where k
pk  is the υ-th harmonic rotor pitch factor 












                                                              (3.29) 
 




    mm,r r sk p
'-j k y -j k yr
 ψ  = w λ  B  k  k  e e    (3.30) 
 
However, the linkage flux between m-th stator winding and rotor reference loop can also 
be expressed in terms of mutual inductance as    
 k km,r m,r mψ  = -M (y)  i (t)  (3.31) 
 
From the last two equations, we can get an expression for the mutual coupling inductance 
between m-th stator winding and rotor reference loop. The mutual coupling inductance is 
a function of
my , which is a function of time reflected in the term '
m-j k ye '. Thus, the 
mutual coupling inductance is a time function which reflects the rotor instantaneous 
position. 
                                         m
k
k k kr °
  mm,r sk p
'-j k y -j k yr
 
-jwλ μ
M  =  N  k  k  e e   
kg
                          (3.32) 
 




Equation (3.32) shows that mutual inductances between the stator windings and the rotor 
loops must be determined on a harmonic by harmonic basis. 
 
In this equation, both +υ and –υ values of k should be included in the summation to get 
the k-th harmonic instantaneous mutual inductance between the m-th stator winding and 
the rotor reference loop. However, if only the positive values for the wave number, k, are  
used, then the k-th harmonic mutual coupling inductance between the stator m-th winding 
and rotor reference loop, r, is:     
 m
k
k k kr °
 mm,r sk p
'-j k  y -j k yr
 
2wλ μ




This equation can be further simplified into the following form which is more suitable for 








k -j k yk k kr °
mm,r sk p m
k -j k y
m-1
k -j k y
m
2wλ μ
M  =   k  k  N  e  sin(k y + α)
kg
Im(N  e )
α = tan







3.1.4 Rotor - Stator Mutual Coupling Inductances 
 
It is well known that the mutual inductances between any two electrical circuits should be 
the same regardless of which circuit the current flows in. Thus, the k-th harmonic mutual 
coupling inductance between the m-th stator winding and the r-th rotor reference loop is 
the same as the k-th harmonic mutual coupling inductance between the r-th rotor 
reference loop and the m-th stator winding.  
 




From the last equation in the previous section, the k-th harmonic coupling mutual 
inductance between the r-th rotor reference loop and the m-th stator winding for the υ-th 
harmonic is thus: 
 m
k
k k kr °
 mr,m sk p
'-j k  y -j k yr
 
2wλ μ
M  =   k  k  Im{ N e e }
kg
 (3.35) 
where k is positive values only. 
 
 
3.1.5 Rotor - Rotor Coupling Inductances 
 
The rotor is modelled as a series of loops created by adjacent bars and short circuited by 
the end-ring segments. This model is the same as the model used for the stator - rotor 
mutual inductance section. Figure (3.2) shows the model used to derive the self and 
mutual coupling inductances between rotor loops. The rotor loop currents ' kri ' depend on 
the harmonic wave number 'k' and the currents are determined on a harmonic by 
harmonic basis. 
 
Exciting rotor loop 'r' with current ' kri ' will produce a flux which crosses the air-gap 
through the rotor loop 'r' and returns through all other rotor loops. Therefore the k-th  
harmonic self-inductance for the r-th rotor loop and k-th mutual inductance between the 
r-th rotor loop and every other rotor loop can be defined. An important point that should 
be highlighted in this section is the skew factor. In determining the rotor - rotor coupling 
inductances, the skew has no effect. 
 





































Figure 3.3  r-th (ABCD) Rotor Loop Flux 
 
 
If r-th rotor loop is excited with ' kri ', a flux will be produced by this current that crosses 
the air-gap 'AB', as shown in the figure above, and will return through 'CD'. Applying 
Ampere’s law to r-th rotor loop (ABCD) [6, 57] is next: 
 °
ABCDA
    B dl = μ  I  (Ampere's Law)  (3.36) 
 
k k k
AB CD ° r
k k k
AB D ° r
B  g  +  B  g = -μ  i
B  g   -  B  g = -μ  iC
   
 
k
k k ° r
AB D
-μ  i





Conservation of flux (divB = 0) 




 k kAB r DC rB  w λ + B  (πd - λ ) w = 0   
 k k rAB DC
r
(πd - λ )




rλ  is the width of the rotor loop . 
 
With reference to equation (3.37) and substituting the value of kABB  obtained in equation 
(3.38), we get: 
 
k







(πd - λ ) -μ  i







                              Or        
k
k ° r r
DC
μ  i λ
 B  = 
g πd
 (3.39) 
          
Substituting back into equation (3.38) to evaluate kABB : 
 
k
k ° r r r
AB
r
μ i λ (πd - λ )





k ° r r
AB
μ  i (πd - λ )




Once both fluxes kABB and 
k
DCB  are available, it is straightforward to compute the self-flux 
linking the r-th rotor loop and the mutual flux linking the r-th rotor loop and any other 
rotor loops. The flux linking r-th rotor loop is 
 
k
k k ° r r r
r r AB r
μ  i  w λ (πd - λ )
ψ = B  w λ  = -    
g πd
 (3.41) 




Thus, the υ-th harmonic self-inductance of the r-th rotor loop can be found as 
k
k rr ° r r
r r k
r
-ψ μ  w λ (πd - λ )
L  =  =     
i g πd
 
 k ° r rr r
μ  w λ λ




However, the mutual flux linking the r-th rotor loop with any other rotor loop ' s ' is  
 
k
k k ° r r r
rs DC r
μ i  w λ λ




Therefore, the υ-th harmonic mutual coupling inductance between the r-th rotor loop and 
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i
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It is important to note that these self-inductances and mutual inductances reflect the rotor 
coupling inductances for the air-gap field only; the external inductances and resistances 












In order to create the full dynamic model to describe the behaviour of an induction motor 
cage rotor, in specific, the coupling inductances have to be embedded into suitable supply 
voltage equations. This approach will require the coupling inductances: stator – stator; 
stator – rotor; rotor – stator; and rotor - rotor. It will relate the terminal voltages to the 
currents in the stator and rotor as both time and speed change. The mathematical dynamic 
model that represents a cage rotor induction motor is a set of simultaneous first-order 
initial value ordinary differential equations. 
 
 
3.2.2 Stator Voltage Equations 
 
If we assume that each stator winding is represented as a set of coils connected in series, 
the voltage across a single winding will be [5, 58] 
 ph ph ph ph ph
d
V  = I  R  + (L I )
dt
         (3.45) 
 
However, this is only true if the winding is isolated and not linked to the neighbouring 
windings and rotor cage. The full voltage equation for that winding includes the induced 
voltages from the other stator windings and from the rotor cage winding. The voltage 
equation for a stator winding 'a' should take the following form: 
 a a a a
d
V  = I R  + (ψ )
dt
   (3.46) 





k k k k k k
a a  a b a  b c a c r1 a r1 r2 a r2 r3 a r3
k k
r n a r n
ψ = L I + M  I + M  I + M  I + M  I  + M  I +.......
       ........+ M I
   (3.47) 
where  
          a, b, c: stator windings. 
          1 2 3 nr , r , r ,.........,r  : rotor loops in the cage model. 
 
It is important to note that the coupling inductances vary only as a function of the rotor 
position, therefore the rate of change of coupling inductances between stator windings are 
zero. Variations due to saturation for example, are not included. 
 
Hence, 
k k k k
a a  a b a  b c a c r1 r1 a r1 a r1
k k k k k k k k
r2 r2 a r2 a r2 r3 r3 a r3 a r3
k
r n
d d d d d d
ψ  = L  I  + M  I  + M  I  +  I  M + M I  + 
dt dt dt dt dt dt
d d d d
             I  M  + M  I  + I M + M I +......
dt dt dt dt
d
             ......+  I M
dt
k k k




   (3.48) 
where 
          
my  :position of a rotor loop with respect to m-th stator winding. 
                 m r
d
y =  ω  t
2
 
          k k k k e km
r n a r n a r r n a r r n a r r n a
m m
dyd d d d d d
M =   M   = ω M = P ω  G ω  G
dt dt dy 2 dy 2 2
  
         er r ω ,ω : rotor mechanical and electrical  angular velocity, respectively. 
 
The full stator voltage equations will take the following form: 
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m
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d d d d d
V  = R  I  +  L  I  + M  I  + M  I  +  ω  I M
dt dt dt 2 dy
d d d d d d
        + M  I  +  ω  I M + M  I   +  ω  I M
dt 2 dy dt 2 dy
d
        + M  I  +.......
dt
k k k k
r r n  r n a r n a r n
m
d d d
.............+  ω  I M + M  I  
2 dy dt
   (3.49) 
 
Following the same steps used to derive the stator phase 'a' voltage equation, the phase 
voltage equation for phases b & c will be:   
k k
b b b b b a b  a c b c r r1 r1 b
m
k k k k k k k k




d d d d d
 V  = R  I  +  L  I  + M  I  + M  I  + ω  I M +   
dt dt dt 2 dy
d d d d d d
          M  I     + ω  I M + M  I  + ω  I M
dt 2 dy dt 2 dy
d
         + M  I +.......
dt
k k k k
r r n r n b r n b r n
m
d d d
.............+ ω  I M + M  I  
2 dy dt
   (3.50) 
k k
c c c c c a c  a b c b r r1 r1 c
m
k k k k k k k k




d d d d d
 V  = R  I  +  L  I  + M  I  + M  I  + ω  I M
dt dt dt 2 dy
d d d d d d
       + M  I  + ω  I M + M  I   +  ω  I M
dt 2 dy dt 2 dy
d
       + M  I  +..............
dt
k k k k
r rn r n c r n c r n
m
d d d
....+  ω  I M + M  I  
2 dy dt
              (3.51) 
 
 
Rearranging equations (3.49) through (3.51) in matrix form:   
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                          (3.52) 
 
Or                   k ks s s s s r rs r
m
d d
V  = R I  + L  I  + ω ( M  ) I
dt dy
                                 (3.53) 
 
 
3.2.3 Rotor Harmonic Voltage Equations 
 
These voltage equations are based on the loop model for the cage rotor. The k-th 
harmonic voltage in each rotor loop can be expressed by the following equation  




 k k k kr r r r
d
V  = I  R  + (ψ )
dt
      (3.54) 
 
If we assume a rotor has 'n' rotor loops, then the voltage equation for loop number '1' is 
 k k k kr1 r1 r1 r1
d




The total k-th harmonic flux linkage for rotor loop number '1' includes the other rotor 
loops as well as the stator windings:  
 
k k k k k k
r1 r1 r1 r2 r1 r2 r3 r1 r3
k k k k k
r n r1 rn a r1 a b r1  b c r1  c 
ψ  = L  I  + M  I  + M  I  + .............
         .............. + M  I + M  I  + M  I + M  I
      (3.56) 
 
The derivative of the flux linkage equation produces the following equation, the mutual 
inductances between rotor loops are constant, therefore their rate of change is zero: 
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 + M I  
dt
      (3.57) 
 
The total k-th harmonic voltage in rotor loop '1' is thus: 
k k k k k k k k k
r1 r1 r1 r1 r1 r2 r1 r2 r3 r1 r3
k k k k k
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d d d
V  =  R  I  + L  I  + M  I  + M  I  +.........
dt dt dt
d d d d d d
         .....+ M   I  + ω  I M  + M I + ω  I M
dt 2 dy dt 2 dy
d d d
        + M I + ω  I M
dt 2 dy
k k
 r1 c r1 c
d
+ M I   
dt
            (3.58) 




With similar equations for the rest of the rotor loops, the rotor loops equations matrix can 
be built. The rotor loops are short circuited therefore, the left hand side of these equations 
is zero. The end-ring equation will simply be embedded to the bottom of the rotor 
equations. The last row and column in the resistance sub-matrix and inductance sub-
matrix of the rotor correspond to the end-ring equations. The final dynamic harmonic 
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3.2.4 Full Harmonic Model of Cage Rotor Induction Motor 
 
In this section the voltage equations that represent the stator and rotor voltages were 
combined to form the harmonic model of cage rotor induction motor. The 
electromagnetic torque and angular velocity equations are also added to the model to 
determine the dynamic behaviour of an induction motor connected to a time-varying load, 
such as reciprocating compressors. In this case the angular velocity is not constant. The 
rearranging of the equation should be done in a way that makes it easy to use a standard 
ODE solver such as the Runge Kutta 4
th
 order method to solve for the currents, angular 
velocity and angular displacement.  
 
The full harmonic dynamic model for an induction cage motor initially with a constant 
load and constant angular speed, can be expressed as follows: 
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         (3.60)                                                        
            
 
However for a time-varying load, we need to modify the dynamic equations by adding 
two more mechanical equations. These equations are the electromagnetic torque and load 
torque expressed in terms of the rate of change of the angular speed and system inertia, 
and the angular speed expressed in terms of rate of change of the angular displacement. 
The mechanical assures that the load can be expressed by inertia, J, and a load torque, 
eT  
[17]. 
 ee l r
J d









ω  = 
p
d d




eT  is the electromagnetic torque, and p is the pole-pairs, and 
 








M_ss   M_rsd 1 1
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The mechanical and velocity equations are simply embedded into the bottom of the 
matrix of equation (3.60) representing the harmonic voltage equations. 
 
The final dynamic harmonic model that represents the behaviour of a cage induction 
motor is initially rearranged as a standard first order differential equation. The preferred 
numerical method to solve this initial condition first order ODE is a Runge Kutta 4
th
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   (3.63) 
 
 








     
 [ R_ss ]  [ G_rs ]  0
a =  [G_sr ]  [ R_rr ]   0  










   
 [ M_ss ]  [ M_rs ]            0
b =  [ M_sr ]  [ M_rr ]            0
1   0
    0          0              











All sub-matrices in 'a' and 'b' are computed using Matlab program codes that use the 
harmonic field theory to determine the mutual and self inductances. Those Matlab source 
codes are attached in appendix B. 
 
Equation (3.63) can also be expressed in the following form to determine the electrical 
input power, copper losses and output power [59]. 
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Each of the matrices above should add an additional column and row for the end-ring 
equation. 
3.3 Solution Method 
 
There are many methods that can be used to solve initial condition first order ODEs such 
as Euler’s method, Heun’s method (known as improved Euler’s method) and 4th order 
Runge Kutta method. The method chosen to solve the full dynamic electromechanical 
equation was the Runge Kutta 4
th
 order method, because it is more accurate than Euler’s 
method, easily programmed in Matlab, a single step method, self-starting (from time 
zero) and very reliable [59]. 
 
Equation (3.64) was rearranged into the following form:  
  1 er
d
  [i] = [L]  ( V  - [R][i]  -  ω  [G][i] )
dt
  (3.65) 
 
A Matlab program was developed to build the sub-matrices and the full dynamic model 
described by as in equation (3.65). A Runge Kutta 4
th
 order algorithm was written in 
Matlab and tested against the Matlab built-in ode45. The reason for developing a separate 
Runge Kutta 4
th
 order solution code was because there was no control over the step 
length in the Matlab function ode45 and it can lead to unstable solutions. In addition the 
step length was required to be fixed value in order to do the FFT analysis of a signal. 
Matlab source codes for the dynamic model of cage rotor induction motor and Runge  











This Chapter contains the main work of the project. It contains the derivation of the 
mutual and self inductances that were used in building the model. The harmonic dynamic 
model of a cage rotor induction motor was derived in this Chapter. The harmonic 
dynamic model is capable of analysing cage rotor induction motor with oscillating load 
and can predict the rotor bar currents. 
 
The harmonic dynamic model is a set of differential equations and the number of these 
equations will be increased by considering more harmonic in the analysis. The model is 
capable of accommodating any number of harmonics to be considered in the analysis, 
however in the analysis used in this thesis only the fundamental harmonic is considered 
because the effect of the other harmonics is small compared to the increase of 
computational time they may cause. 
 









In this chapter the validation of the dynamic model against the well known conventional 
per-phase steady-state equivalent circuit method was done. The equivalent circuit 
parameters were taken from the industrial design sheets. A standard industrial 3-phase, 2 
pole, 2.2 KW cage induction motor was used as a benchmark machine. 
 
The equivalent circuit of the cage rotor induction motor used is very much like the one 
introduced earlier in chapter one, but modified to include a rotor skew factor. The final 




























Figure 4.1 Per-Phase Induction Motor Equivalent Circuit 
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Iron losses are ignored in the equivalent-circuit because they are difficult to incorporate 
into the dynamic model. Harmonic effects are also ignored: the dynamic model has been 
developed to include mmf harmonics but this results in very large sets of differential 
equations which lead to very long solution times so they are ignored. 
 
The motor parameters and nameplate data are summarized in table (4.1), some of these 
parameters such as air-gap mean diameter, effective air-gap length, bar and end-ring 
resistances and inductances would be computed later in this Chapter. 
 
Table 4.1 Induction Motor Parameters and Nameplate Data 
Number of Poles 2 
Output Power 2.2 KW 
Voltage 400 V 
Number of Phases 3 
Frequency 50 Hz 
tator Winding Resistance  3.43  Ω  
Number of bars 29 
Machine Axial length (mm) 97 
Air-gap mean Diameter (mm) 66.3775 
Number of slots 24 
Winding Leakage Inductance (mH) 5.443 
Inertia ( 2kg.m ) 0.0028 
Effective air-gap (mm) 0.591 
Bar resistance  133.4  μΩ  
End-ring resistance 37  μΩ  
Bar inductance 1.08  μH  
End-ring inductance 10 nH 
Skew angle 0.149 rad 
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4.2 Model Validation for No-Load Condition  
 
The following no-load parameters from the manufacturer design sheet were used in the 
motor equivalent circuit. The rotor circuit was removed to represent operation at 
synchronous speed [61]. 
1R = 3.43 ohms 
1X = 1.71 ohms 
mX = 120 ohms 
 
The stator current calculated for stator single phase voltage of 230 V using the equivalent 
circuit is: 
s_r m sI  = 1.8932 A 
'
2I  = 0 A. 
 The manufacturer design data sheet gives the following result for the stator current, rotor 
speed, and shaft torque [61] 
s_r m sI  = 1.892 
rω = 2999.4 rpm 
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4.3 Calculation of Parameters for the Cage Induction Motor 
 
4.3.1 Effective Air-Gap 
 
In order to compute the effective air-gap, Carter’s coefficients for the stator and rotor are 
required to include the effect of the stator and rotor slot openings. Saturation of the 
magnetic circuit is also considered. 
 
● Carter’s coefficient for the stator was taken from [62] as suggested by [60] 
  
                               
2
-14 op op opα =   tan  - ln  1 + 
π 2δ 2δ 2δ
                               (4.1) 
 





t  - α δ
 (4.2) 
 
If     δ : air-gap length =0.3 mm. 
       op: slot opening = 2 mm.  
       











4 (2)10 (2)10 (2)10
α =   tan  - ln  1 +  = 3.842
π 2(3)10 2(3)10 2(3)10
 
c k = 1.1122  
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The rotor is a cast cage type and therefore there is no physical slot opening. However, it 
will have an effective Carter’s coefficient due to saturation around the slot bridge that 
makes the rotor slots appear magnetically open. In this case the rotor Carter’s coefficient 
has been assumed to have the same value as the stator. 
c_rotor c_statork = k  = 1.1122  
 
The total machine Carter’s coefficient is:  
2
c c_rotor c_statork = k   k  = 1.1122  = 1.237  
 
The machine saturation factor,
sat. k , was approximated to be [60]: 
sat. k = 1.594 
 
The effective air-gap is therefore: 
eff c sat.g  = δ  k  k = (0.3) (1.237) (1.594) = 0.591mm 
 
 
4.3.2 Bar and End-Ring Resistances and Inductances 
 
In determining the bar and end ring (total) resistance, it is important to know which of 













        L: rotor bar length. 
        A: cross sectional area. 









R  = 
A
1 1
ρ  =  = =325 μΩ/m, at 20°C
conductivity of  LM0 (0.57)  (58).10
At an assumed rotor temperature of 75 C:




The bar cross sectional area, A, was taken from the manufacturer design sheet [61] 
-8 -3
bar -6
(3.95).10   (97).10
 R =  = 133.4 μ
(28.95).10
  
   
For the end-ring resistance, it is important to know the mean circumference of the end-
ring 




d = d -  slots length - 0.46
2
1
      = 66.08 -  (10.16) - 0.46 = 60.54 mm
2
mean circumference = π  (60.54).10  190.2 mm
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The bar and end-ring inductance will be summarized next: 
From the equivalent circuit '2X  = 4.64 Ω [61], however the expression for 
'
2X  is: 
 ' end2 n b d n
2
X








   




endX  is generally regarded as small compared to
'
2X , it will simply be estimated in 
the calculation for the sake of simplicity. It will be assumed to be around 1% of 
barX . 
 
nT  is the stator / rotor turns ratio: 








w nK : winding factor. 
        
chording
w n dist. pitch
1 No. slots
sin   β p
 p θ 2 phase/pole
K = k  k = cos(   
2 1 No. slots
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β = angle between slots =  =  = 0.2618 rad
No. of slots 24
θ 0.
 





         
w 1K 0.955  
phN : number of stator series turns per phase. 
        phN = 
No. slots No.coils No.turns
phase/pole slot coil
= (2) (2) (45) = 180 turns/ phase 
d: mean diameter of the air-gap [61] 
       stator rotor
d  + d 66.675 + 66.08
d =  =  = 66.3775 mm
2 2
 




μ ω l d π n p π Nb
X =   cosec -
4 g Nb Nb n p π
    
   
     
 
d nX  = 38.9 μΩ  
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Therefore we can approximate the rotor bar leakage reactance as: 




L  = 1.08 μH




4.3.3 Skewing Angle  
 













           λ : No. of bars to be skewed by. 
          
bN : Total no. of rotor bars 
           p : No. of pole pairs. 
           n : Harmonic no. 
 
If  n=1, p=1, λ =2 and bN =29 
skk 0.992195  
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Equating the two equations (4.5 & 4.6) to solve for the skew angle, γ , we get 
b



















-1 -3skew angle = sin ((148.27). 10 ) = 0.1488 0.149 rad  
 
The following results were obtained from the dynamic model for stator currents, rotor 
loop currents, rotor mechanical speed and load torque. Rotor bar currents are obtained 
from the difference between two adjacent rotor loop currents. All the rotor loop currents 
should have the same magnitude because the motor is balanced. The stator winding 
currents are assumed balanced and have the same magnitude.  
 
The initial transient stator current shown in figure (4.2) simply represents the input 
current during the motor run-up to synchronous speed.  
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Figure 4.2  Simulated Stator Current for No-Load Condition 
 
 































Rotor Loop No. 1
Rotor Loop No. 2
 
Figure 4.3  Typical Rotor Loop Currents for No-Load Condition 
 
 



































Figure 4.4  Rotor Speed and Load Torque for No-Load Condition 
 
 




bar r4 r5I  = I  - I = 0-0 = 0 A 
rω  = 3000 rpm  
 
As expected the results from the dynamic model and the per-phase equivalent circuit are 




I  =  = 1.895 A
1.4142
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The next step in validating the dynamic model is to check the performance at full-load. 
 
 
4.4 Model Validation for Full Load Steady State Condition 
 
At full load, the rotor circuit is included in the equivalent circuit. The following 
equivalent circuit parameters were taken from the manufacturer design sheet [61]: 
1R = 3.43 ohms 
1X = 1.71 ohms 
2R = 2.24 ohms 
2X = 4.64 ohms 
mX = 117 ohm 
Analysis of the equivalent circuit involves the following equations to compute the stator 
and referred rotor currents 





R2 X2 1Z =  + j  ( + Xm ( - 1) ) 
(k ) (k )(k )  s )





Z   ( j  Xm)
Z = 













 '2 s_r m s
eq1
j Xm
I = I  ( )
Z  + j Xm
 (4.11) 
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P = P  - P
R




The rotor bar current is related to the equivalent circuit referred current ' '2I ' as follows:  




6 (N  K )
I =  I
N  K
                                                   (4.13) 
where 
           
wnK  : winding factor. 
           phN : Number of series turns per a phase. 
           
skK : skew factor. 
           
bN : number of bars. 
           (No. phases) (conductors per phase) = (3) (2) = 6. 
 
From the per-phase equivalent circuit, we get: 
s_r m sI = 4.207 A  
'
2I  3.59 A  
bI = 129.08 A  
' 2 2
out gap 2 2
sk
R
P = P = 3  (I )    (1-s) = 2208 W
k  s
  (Assuming no friction and windage losses) 
 
From the motor manufacturer design sheet, the rated speed and torque are: 
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The following results are predicted by the dynamic model for the stator currents, the rotor 
loop currents, rotor mechanical speed and load torque. The model assumes no mechanical 
losses. 
 



















Figure 4.5  Full Load Stator Current 
 
 
The dynamic model starts initially with a no-load run-up. The full load torque is applied 
at 0.75 seconds. From figure (4.5), the peak stator current for one of the phase windings 
is 5.91 A, the rms value is: 





T   = 7.31 Nm
ω

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The peak rotor bar current determined from the transient model is 182.1 A as shown in 
figure (4.6), the rms value is 
b
182.1






















Figure 4.6  Full Load Rotor Bar Current 
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From the dynamic model results there is a close correlation as expected between the 
dynamic model results and the equivalent circuit results for the full load steady state 
















Many industrial induction motors operate with dynamic loads, for example a 
reciprocating compressor. In these circumstances it is not obvious how to choose the 
rating for example of the induction motor: peak load torque, average, rms etc. It is 




5.2 Torque under Steady State Conditions  
 
From the typical steady-state torque speed characteristic of the three-phase induction 
motor, the electromagnetic torque developed at low slip values (
e maxT  < T ) can be 
approximated as follows: 
 'e d 0 r lT  = T  ω + T  (5.1) 
 
This is obtained by assuming the torque-speed characteristic is linear with 
eT = 0 at 
synchronous speed, a slope of  'd 0T  (negative). 
 
If we assume that the load torque oscillates with low frequency (sometimes known as a  




hunting frequency), a sinusoidal fluctuation in speed of the following form should occur: 
  
r r 0 r hω  = ω  + Δω  cos(ω t)  (5.2) 
where  
          
r0ω : steady speed appropriate to the average load torque. 
          
rΔω : speed fluctuation due to the oscillating load torque. 
          
h hω  = 2 f : hunting frequency or oscillating frequency. 
 
Thus 
 r r0 r h
dθ
 = ω +Δω cos(ω t)
dt
  
Or                                              rr r0 h
h
Δω
θ = ω  t + sin(ω t)
ω
                                           (5.3) 
 
If the hunting frequency is low (eg <1Hz), the torque developed by the motor should 
follow the steady-state characteristic (quasi-steady-state), in this case motor torque will 
be: 
   
e 0 hT  = T  + ΔT cos(ω t)  (5.4) 
 
where  
        
0T : motor torque due to the steady average load.  
        T : motor torque fluctuation corresponding to the speed fluctuation. 
 




The motor torque in this case follows the steady state curve and for a low slip, T would 
be negative.  
 
Comparing the speed and torque equations, the torque oscillation is in phase with the 
speed oscillation. The damping torque coefficient at zero or low hunting frequency, 
d0T , 
can thus be defined as: 








5.3 Torque under Dynamic Conditions 
 
Under dynamic conditions, changes in speed cause the air gap magnetizing field to vary 
in magnitude. Quick change in speed will cause the magnitude of the magnetizing field to 
change quickly and this induces additional EMFs in the rotor. This will lead to additional 
rotor currents and torques. In the dynamic case therefore, as the hunting frequency 
increases, the torque developed by the motor takes the generic form: 
   
e 0 hT  = T  + ΔT cos(ω t + φ)  (5.6) 
 
This equation can be split into the following components:  
   
e 0 h h
e 0 d h s h
T  = T  + ΔT cos(φ) cos(ω t) -  ΔT sin(φ) sin(ω t)
T  = T  + T  cos(ω t) -  T  sin(ω t)
 (5.7) 
          
The oscillating torque is no longer in-phase with the rotor speed oscillation and can be 
resolved into an in-phase component, 
dT , known as the damping torque, and a quadrature 





sT  which is in-phase with the rotor angular displacement, rθ , and known as 
the synchronising torque [30]. 
with 
         
dΔT cos(φ) = T : Damping torque. 
         
sΔT sin(φ) = T : Synchronizing torque. 
 
It is possible to use these torque components to help to understand the behaviour of an 
induction motor with a dynamic load. 
 
 
5.4 Calculation of Speed Variation with Oscillating Loads  
 
The objective here is to determine the motor speed fluctuations when driving an 
oscillating torque load and to relate this to the system inertia and the hunting and the 
synchronising torque components. 
 
 
5.4.1 Calculation of Speed Variation for Quasi- Steady State Condition  
 
Initially consider steady state conditions with a low hunting frequency so that the 
synchronizing torque can be ignored.   
 
Assume the motor is connected to an oscillating load and the motor rotor speed takes the 
following form: 




      
r r 0 r hω  = ω  + Δω  cos(ω t)  (5.8) 
 
The load torque is unknown, but the electromagnetic torque produced by the motor can 
be related to the speed variation equation (5.8) using the steady state torque 
characteristic:  
   
e 0 hT  = T  + ΔT cos(ω t)  (5.9) 
 
Returning to the simple mechanical equation of motion for the motor [63]: 
   re m L
dω




Relating the last two equations gives: 
   
r
0 e h L
r
0 e h 0 L h
dω
 T  + ΔT  cos(ω t) =  T  + J 
dt
dω





   
r
e h L h
r
h r h
e h h r h L h
dω
 ΔT  cos(ω t) - J  =  ΔT  cos(ω t + ψ) 
dt
dω
  = - ω  Δω  sin(ω  t)
dt
 ΔT  cos(ω t) + J ω  Δω  sin(ω  t)  =  ΔT  cos(ω t + ψ)
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Thus for any particular motor with a known
d0T , for a given load L hΔT  and ω , rΔω  can be 
varied by simply adjusting the motor and load inertia, J. 
 
 
5.4.2 Calculation of Speed Variations under Dynamic Conditions 
 
In the dynamic condition, the torque developed by the motor subjected to an oscillating 
load would have the following form: 
   
e 0 h
0 h h
0 d h s h
T  = T  + ΔT cos(ω t + φ)
    = T  + ΔT cos(φ) cos(ω t) -  ΔT sin(φ) sin(ω t)
    = T  + T  cos(ω t) -  T  sin(ω t)
 (5.13) 
 
The damping torque is in phase with the rotor speed variation as shown earlier, we can 
define a damping torque coefficient, 'dT  , as follow: 
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Δω Δω
 (5.14) 
Similarly we can define a synchronizing torque coefficient, 'sT , as follows:  
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Returning to the motor mechanical equation of motion: 
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Rearranging to yield the speed variation equation for the dynamic case: 
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In the general dynamic case therefore, the speed variations can be determined in terms of 






sT  are known, the speed fluctuation, rΔω , can be 
determined by equation (5.18). 
 
Rearranging the speed equation (5.18), the total inertia 'J' required to maintain the speed 
within certain pre-determined limits can be determined provided the load torque variation 
is known: 













 The key to determining the speed variation is to determine the torque components, 'dT  
and 'sT . The next section will explain how to obtain them using the equations derived 
earlier in this chapter. 
 
 




5.5 Determination of damping torque and synchronizing torque coefficients 
 
The damping and synchronising torque coefficients can be determined using the hunting 
networks defined by Kron and used by Concordia in his paper published on 1952 [30]. 
For standard poly-phase machines, there is one steady-state network and two hunting 
networks. All these networks and their solutions are functions of the hunting 
frequency,
hω , and the rotor average speed. Using the hunting frequency networks to 
compute the damping and synchronizing torques is not a simple task. They are based on 
the standard dq model of the machine and therefore not directly applicable to the dynamic 
model developed in this thesis. 
 
 
5.5.1 Application of the Dynamic Coupling Inductance Model to Obtain Damping 
and Synchronizing Torque Coefficients  
 
An alternative approach to obtain the damping and synchronizing torque coefficients can 
be done easily from the coupling inductance model for the cage rotor induction motor. To 
use the dynamic coupling inductance model to obtain the damping and synchronizing 
torque coefficients, the approach can be summarized as follows: 
 
1- Remove the mechanical equation of motion from the dynamic model and simply 
impose a known speed variation of the form: 
                                             
r r 0 r hω  = ω  + Δω  cos(ω t)  
 
2- The electromagnetic torque developed by the dynamic model should be of the form: 
                                             
e e0 hT  = T  + ΔT cos(ω t + φ)  




From this equation, one can obtain ΔT and  φ . Once the torque variation, ΔT , and the 
phase angle, φ , are determined, the both torque coefficients are as follow: 
   
' '






T  = ΔT cos(φ) = T  Δω T  =  cos(φ).
Δω
 Δω ΔT  ω







5.5.2 Computation of Torque Coefficients and Torque Variations for specific Motor 
at different Hunting Frequencies 
 
In this section, the dynamic model is used to obtain the torque coefficients and torque 
variations for a typical industrial cage induction motor. This industrial motor will also be 
used in the experimental investigation and also in the dynamic model simulation later in 
chapter six and seven.  
 
A Matlab model was created to compute the torque coefficients, torque variations and 
speed variations. A copy of the source code is attached in appendix B. 
 
A general oscillating load torque was used in the model: 
   
L hT  = 6.75 + 2  cos(ω t)  (5.21) 
 
The main reason of choosing the values in equation (5.21) is to meet the oscillating load 
used in the experiment and to avoid having more load on the motor. 
 
The results of the model run for the load torque expressed in equation (5.21) for various  




hunting frequencies are summarized in table (5.1). 
 
 
Table 5.1 Dynamic Model Results for the Cage Rotor Induction Motor with 
L hT  = 6.75 + 2  cos(ω t)  at Various Hunting Frequencies 
 
hf (Hz) rΔω (rpm) LΔT (Nm) avT (Nm) sT  dT  shift (deg.) 
2 37.98 2.01 6.64 1.918 -0.4817 17.58 
4 38.56 2.043 6.67 3.499 -0.4861 15.9 
6 40.02 2.11 6.7 7.774 -0.4593 24.2 
8 41.2 2.16 6.73 10.92 -0.4347 29.7 
  10  46.84 2.363 6.74 21.7 -0.336 45.8 
12 52.4 2.523 6.73 30.25 -0.2253 60.69 
14 57.35 2.600 6.693 37.4 -0.0812 79.18 
15 58.5 2.560 6.72 39.374 -0.00315 89.57 
16 58.17 2.45 6.705 39.75 -0.0737     100.5 
17 56.33 2.279 6.724 38.512 -0.1387 111.04 
20 45.83 1.625 6.72 28.97 -0.2482 137.1 
25 30.57 0.847 6.743 13.5223 -0.2502 161.1 
30 22.4 0.4785 6.75 4.191 -0.20278 173.74 




From table (5.1) it is evident that the synchronous torque coefficient increases to a 
maximum at a hunting frequency of around 15-16 Hz. The damping torque on the other 
hand is negative and reduces to approximately zero at the same frequencies and the phase 
shift is close to 90° at these frequencies. It is clear that the range of hunting frequencies 
from around 12 Hz to about 16 Hz produce the maximum speed variations of the motor. 
That is because the synchronizing torque coefficients at these hunting frequencies reduce 
the damping caused by the inertia.  
 
Tables 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 show the dynamic model results for different hunting loads at 
various hunting frequencies. 
 
Table 5.2 Dynamic Model Results for the Cage Rotor Induction Motor with 
L hT  = 3.375 + 2  cos(ω t)  at Various Hunting Frequencies 
 
hf (Hz) rΔω (rpm) LΔT (Nm) avT (Nm) sT  dT  shift (deg.) 
2 33.24 2.01 3.268 2.103 -0.554 16.8 
4 34.3 2.064 3.313 2.854 -0.563 11.4 
6 36.42 2.156 3.375 8.3 -0.521 22.92 
8 40 2.3 3.35 13.063 -0.4837 28.24 
10 45.52 2.5 3.275 21.06 -0.4044 39.65 
12 52.93 2.744 3.2187 30.33 -0.2883 54.37 
14 60.2 2.903 3.252 39.19 -0.1169 75.3 
  15  62.2 2.88 3.24 41.69 -0.0192 87.5 




16 62.24 2.768 3.231 42.07 -0.0726 99.84 
18 56.74 2.313 3.276 37.2 -0.2081 122.33 
20 48 1.786 3.314 28.82 -0.271 139.8 
25 31.1 0.913 3.364 10.26 -0.2706 166.43 




Table 5.3 Dynamic Model Results for the Cage Rotor Induction Motor with 
L hT  = 6.75 + 5  cos(ω t)  at Various Hunting Frequencies 
 
hf (Hz) rΔω (rpm) LΔT (Nm) avT (Nm) sT  dT  shift (deg.) 
2 19.01 1.005 6.697 1.898 -0.4817 17.41 
4 19.33 1.022 6.71 3.475 -0.4856 15.89 
6 20.04 1.055 6.727 7.78 -0.4583 24.24 
8 21.34 1.107 6.741 14.34 -0.4048 35.17 
10 23.41 1.179 6.748 21.79 -0.3334 46.14 
12 26.14 1.258 6.747 30.07 -0.2287 60.17 
14 28.61 1.296 6.7405 37.375 -0.08226 79.04 
  15  29.17 1.276 6.734 39.378 -0.002045 89.72 




16 29.01 1.22 6.736 39.78 -0.007267 100.41 
18 26.61 1.032 6.75 35.79 -0.1925 121.31 
20 22.89 0.8121 6.75 29.13 -0.2471 136.83 
25 15.31 0.42265 6.75 13.37 -0.2519 161.32 





Table 5.4  Dynamic Model Results for the Cage rotor Induction Motor with 
L hT  = 6.75 + 1  cos(ω t)  at Various Hunting Frequencies 
 
hf (Hz) rΔω (rpm) LΔT (Nm) avT (Nm) sT  dT  shift (deg.) 
2 97.4 5.013 6.447 1.926 -0.467 18.17 
4 98.1 5.075 6.4615 5.075 -0.4762 15.48 
6 101.7 5.26 6.544 7.504 -0.4519 23.8 
8 107.8 5.513 6.585 13.44 -0.4088 33.19 
10 117.8 5.857 6.568 21.03 -0.3369 44.82 
12 130.8 6.205 6.548 29.71 -0.2238 60.4 
14 142.04 6.344 6.574 36.96 -0.07343 80.1 
  15 144.5 6.234 6.513 38.83 -0.00689 90.96 




16 143.52 5.971 6.588 39.06 -0.08319 102.1 
18 131.97 5.074 6.600 35.11 -.1961 122.3 
20 113.94 4.02 6.673 27.77 -0.2544 139.02 
25 76.52 2.127 6.742 10.353 -0.2572 165.63 
30 55.99 1.196 6.74 0 -0.2045 180 
 
 
The maximum speed variation should appear when the synchronizing torque coefficient 
cancels the damping caused by the inertia, and the damping torque coefficient is at its 
lowest value. 
 
It is clear from the results in tables (5.1-5.4) that the damping torque coefficient,
dT , is 
negative and reduces in magnitude as the hunting frequency,
hω , increases for hf <16 Hz. 
The minimum damping torque is close to zero at 15 Hz then increases for 
hf > 16 Hz. The 
phase shift is approximated to 90° at this frequency. The damping torque coefficient is 
also independent of speed variation, 
rΔω . 
 
The synchronizing torque coefficient on the other hand increases in magnitude as the 
hunting frequency increases for 
hf <16 Hz ( hf =15 Hz is found to be the resonance 
frequency), it then decreases as the hunting frequency increases to approximately zero. It 




rΔω , decrease as the hunting frequency increases especially  for  




hunting frequencies above the resonance frequency (
hf =15hz). Load variations, LΔT , also 
decrease as the hunting frequency increases above the resonance frequency. 
 
 
5.6 General Points of Interest 
 
A feature worthy of note occurs when the synchronizing torque coefficient cancels the 
damping caused by the inertia. This produces large speed and current oscillations. It 
occurs when: 






Jω  =       
ω
 (5.22) 
or at hunting frequency,
h ω , equals  










This feature could be particularly important at higher hunting frequencies, because the 
damping torque coefficient reduces and hence large speed oscillations could result.     
 
Another important feature occurs when the synchronizing torque coefficient is found to 
be more than twice the system inertia times the square of the hunting frequency: 






  > 2 J ω   T  > 2 J ω     
ω
  (5.24) 
 




That gives the following: 










In this situation, the synchronizing torque will increase the damping caused by the inertia 
alone. 
 
Similarly, if the synchronizing torque coefficient is found to be less than twice the system 
inertia times the square of the hunting frequency: 






  < 2 J ω   T  < 2 J ω     
ω
   (5.26) 
 
Then, 





 - J ω  < J ω
ω
     (5.27) 






The harmonic dynamic model of the cage rotor induction motor that presented in chapter 
3 has proven that it can be used to compute the damping and synchronizing torque 
coefficients in an easier and time saving way than using Kron’s hunting works method. 




The toque components coefficients due to oscillating load helped in computing the 
expected speed oscillations for that specified load and also can be used to predict the 
additional inertia need to be added to maintain oscillations within safe limits. 
 
The synchronous torque coefficient increases to a maximum at a hunting frequency of 
around the resonance frequency. The damping torque on the other hand is negative and its 
magnitude reduces to approximately zero at the same frequencies that explains why the 















Experimental validation is the preferred approach to demonstrating the dynamic coupling 
model developed in this thesis. The dynamic model has been validated for no-load and 
steady load conditions using the standard per-phase equivalent circuit approach. The 
experimental tests will be used to demonstrate the validity of the model during dynamic 
loading conditions. 
 
In the experimental tests, a standard 2.2KW, 2 pole industrial cage rotor induction motor 
was subjected to a time-varying load.  
 
The imposed load torque was created from a sinusoidal component with a peak value of 2 
Nm, superimposed onto the steady load torque of 6.75 Nm. The frequency of the 
sinusoidal load component is the hunting frequency,
hω . 
 
The dynamic load torque was created by using a permanent magnet (PM) motor load 
controlled using a PWM converter to produce the desired load torque. In this case, it was 
controlled to give the following load torque profile: 
 
L hT = 6.75 + 2  cos(ω t)  (6.1) 
 




Full details about the test rig, its components, and its operation will be described in this 
chapter.  
 
The induction test motor was tested for stator current, rotor speed and output torque. The 
tests were undertaken at different hunting frequencies. The hunting frequencies used in 
the test were 2, 6, 10, 12.5, 14, 15, 18 and 20 Hz.  
 















Figure 6.1  Test Rig Schematic 
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6.2 Experimental Set-up 
 
In this section an overview of the equipment used in the experiments is described briefly. 
This is followed by a step by step explanation of the testing procedure. 
 
 
6.2.1 Experiment Equipment  
 
As illustrated in figure (6.1), the auto-transformer was connected to the main 415V, 3 
phase, main laboratory power supply. This allows the induction motor supply voltage to 
be varied. A current transducer was used in one of the phases of the induction motor to 
measure the phase current. The current transducer was connected to an oscilloscope to 
read and store the current data. 
    
The industrial induction motor used in the experimental validation and in the simulation 
work is shown in figure (6.2). The motor was a Brook Crompton W-DA90LM. 
 
Between the induction motor and the permanent magnet motor, a torque transducer was 
used to measure the torque on the shaft. The measurements were fed into the pc to be 
saved in Labview. The digital output of the torque transducer was used to get the 
measurements of the shaft torque. A TorqSense RWT320 made by Sensor Technology 
(ST) was used with a torque measurement range of 0-20 Nm.  












Figure 6.3  ST Torque Transducer 
 
 




The torque transducer was connected to the permanent magnet synchronous load motor. 
The main objective of having this motor was to control the required load torque 
mentioned earlier in equation (6.1). It had an encoder mounted onto the end of the shaft 
to give accurate speed measurements. These speed measurements were also used in the 
Control Technique drive as feed back to control the motor. Labview was used to record 
the speed measurements from the control technique drive. Figure (6.4) illustrates the PM 




Figure 6.4  Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor 
 
 
The induction motor and the permanent magnet motor were mounted onto the test bed-
plate, with the torque transducer connected to the shaft between the two motors. Figure 
(6.5) shows the two motors and the torque transducer.  
 
The last major component in the test rig was the Control Technique PWM Drive. This  
 




controlled the load torque developed by the permanent magnet motor and also read the 
measurements of speed from the encoder. 
 
 





Figure 6.6  Control Technique Drive 




6.2.2 Experiment Test Procedure 
 
In this section, the steps from starting the motors to recording the final readings for the 
main measurements of stator current, shaft torque and rotor speed will be detailed. 
 
Firstly the Control Techniques drive (CT) was energized by switching the inverter switch, 
and then turning the permanent magnet direction switch to forward. At this point the 
drive is on. Secondly, the squirrel cage induction motor was turned on by switching the 
main power supply and setting the voltage control on the auto-transformer. The line-to- 
line voltage at the motor terminals was measured. At this point the induction motor drives 
the permanent magnet but with no load. In order to set the load, the Labview control 
program was initialized. The torque was set to 91.5% of full load to get 6.75 Nm. The 
permanent magnet motor was then controlled by the CT drive to give the load in equation 
(6.1). The induction motor is then driving the desired load, and measurements of the 
stator current, shaft torque and the rotor speed were recorded. These measurements were 
recorded over a 3 second period. The torque and speed measurements were taken from 
Labview and saved on a spread sheet to be combined with the stator current reading 
which was taken from the current transducer using an oscilloscope over the same period.  
 
The temperature effect was considered and therefore the measurements were taken 
quickly to ensure minimal temperature rise. The cooling period between measurements 
was also considered.  
 
 
6.3 Experimental and Simulation Results for Dynamic Loading  
 
In this section the model was tested for dynamic loading conditions. The motor was 
subjected to a time-changing load as described in equation (6.1). The test was done with 




different hunting frequencies to examine the induction motor behaviour for each case. 
The model results for each case were cross checked with the experimental results 
obtained from the testing by subjecting the cage rotor induction motor to the same load 
with the same hunting frequency. The measured results for the stator current, shaft torque 
and rotor speed were recorded for each hunting frequency.  
 
 
6.3.1 Induction Motor Results for 
hf 2 Hz 
 
Figure (6.7) illustrates the model results for the motor when the load torque in equation 
(6.1) is applied. It is clear that the current, speed and torque are oscillatory with a hunting 
frequency, 
hf  = 2 Hz . The speed and torque responses to the current oscillations are also 
oscillatory as expected. Figures (6.9-6.11) shows the measured and simulated results for 
current, torque and speed separately.  
 
The correlation between the measured and simulated results is as expected. The results 
are close to each other with small differences due to errors in the measurements. In 
general, the agreement between the measured and simulated results was believed to be 
good. Applying an oscillatory load, a phase shift between the torque and speed should 
appear as the hunting frequency is varied. In this case because the oscillatory load has a 
low hunting frequency, the phase shift between the speed and torque is too small to be 
noticed. At this hunting frequency the damping torque coefficient is high and the 
synchronizing torque coefficient is small, that also explains why the phase shift is small. 










































Figure 6.7  Simulated Stator Current, Torque and Rotor Speed for Hunting Load 
with 
hf 2 Hz 
 






































Figure 6.8  Measured Stator Current, Torque and Rotor Speed for Hunting load 
with 
hf 2 Hz 









































Figure 6.9  Measured and Simulated Stator Current for Hunting Load with 
hf   Hz 
 
































Figure 6.10  Measured and Simulated Torque for Hunting Load with 
hf 2 Hz 









































Figure 6.11  Measured and Simulated Rotor Speed for Hunting Load with 
hf 2 Hz 
 
 
6.3.2 Induction Motor Results for 
hf  Hz 
 
In this section, the hunting frequency of the oscillating load was increased to 6 Hz. The 
responses of the induction motor due to the frequency change are illustrated in the 
following five figures. 
 
As before, the first two figures contain the current, torque and speed responses of the 
induction motor due to the subjected load.  It is clear that as load increases, the induction 
motor draws more current and a drop in the speed occurs.  
 
The measured and simulated results for the current, speed and torque again show a good 
agreement. At this hunting frequency, the phase shift between the speed and torque is 




more evident due to the decrease in the damping torque and increase in the synchronizing 
torque caused by the increase in the hunting frequency. The speed oscillations however 
have not changed in magnitude significantly compared to those at 2 Hz so this hunting 
frequency is still not within the resonance frequency range.  
 
 







































Figure 6.12  Measured Stator Current, Torque and Rotor Speed for Hunting Load 
with 
hf  Hz 
 










































Figure 6.13  Simulated Stator Current, Torque and Rotor Speed for Hunting Load 
with 
hf  Hz 
 




































Figure 6.14  Measured and Simulated Stator Current for Hunting Load with 
hf  Hz 










































Figure 6.15  Measured and Simulated Torque for Hunting Load with 
hf  Hz 
 
 






































Figure 6.16  Measured and Simulated Rotor Speed for Hunting Load with 
hf  Hz 




6.3.3 Induction Motor Results for 
hf Hz 
 
The hunting frequency in this section was increased to 10 Hz. The cage induction motor 
response to this oscillating load with this specific hunting frequency is illustrated in the 
next five figures. 
 
Again the predicted results obtained from the dynamic model and the actual results 
obtained from the experimental measurements for the current, torque and speed show 
strong agreement and serve to validate the dynamic model. 
 
 






































Figure 6.17  Measured Stator Current, Torque and Rotor Speed for Hunting Load 
with 
hf Hz 


















































































Figure 6.19 Measured and Simulated Stator Current for Hunting Load with 
hf Hz 










































Figure 6.20  Measured and Simulated Torque for Hunting Load with 
hf  Hz 
 






































Figure 6.21  Measured and Simulated  Rotor Speed for Hunting Load with 
hf Hz 




At this hunting frequency, the phase shift between the speed and torque is now much 
clearer due to the decreasing damping torque and increasing synchronizing torque 
compare to the previous hunting frequency, 
h
f = 6 Hz. The speed oscillations are still not 
significantly larger than those produced by the oscillating load with hunting frequency 
h
f = 6 Hz.  
 
 
6.3.4 Induction Motor Results for 
hf Hz 
 
This section shows the experimental and simulation results for the cage induction motor 
when the load in equation (6.1) is subjected to a periodic oscillation of 
hf = 12.5 Hz. 
 
The experimental and simulation results for the current, torque and speed are illustrated 
in the next five figures.  Starting from this hunting frequency up to
hf  = 16 , it was 
expected that the magnitude of the speed oscillations would achieve a maximum value as 
predicted in table (5.1). The increase in the magnitude of the speed oscillations is due to 
the resonance frequency which was predicted to occur in this range. 
 
The resonance frequency should occur when the synchronizing torque coefficient cancels 
the damping caused by the inertia. This produces large speed and current oscillations. 
From equation (5.23), the resonant frequency can be approximated as: 
If  J=0.0056 2kg.m  , 
'
sT = 41.5, then 
h f  = 13.7 Hz. 
 
The synchronising torque coefficient,
sT , used in the equation is an average value  




because it was found that 
sT is sensitive to the magnitude of the speed oscillations 
specially when the resonant frequency lies in the low frequency range. In addition, both 
sT and dT were determined from the numerical solutions of the motor response.  
 
 




















































































































Figure 6.24  Measured and Simulated  Rotor Speed for Hunting Load with 
hf Hz 












































Figure 6.25  Measured and Simulated Torque for Hunting Load with 
hf Hz 
 
































Figure 6.26  Measured and Simulated Rotor Speed for Hunting Load with 
hf Hz 




The phase shift between the speed and torque is clearly evident now, because the 
magnitude of the speed oscillations is now significantly higher than for
h f =10 Hz. This is 
because for this hunting frequency the damping torque coefficient is significantly smaller 
and the synchronizing torque coefficient larger than the case for
h f =10 Hz. 
 
 
6.3.5 Induction Motor Results for 
hf Hz 
 
The hunting frequency in this section was increased to 14 Hz; the behaviour of the 
induction motor is illustrated in the next five figures that contain both the experiment and 
simulation results.  
 
The results again show a strong agreement between the experimental results and the 
simulation results.  In the previous section for a hunting frequency, 
hf = 12.5 Hz, the 
speed oscillation had increased to about 54 rpm peak value instead of around 44 rpm peak 
value at 
hf = 8 Hz. These results are very close to those predicted by the dynamic model 
of the damping and synchronizing torques in table (5.1). 
 
 





















































































Figure 6.28  Simulated Stator Current, Torque and Rotor Speed for Hunting Load 
with 
hf Hz 


































Figure 6.29  Measured and Simulated Stator Current for Hunting Load with 
hf Hz 
 








































Figure 6.30  Measured and Simulated Torque for Hunting Load with 
hf  Hz 






































The phase shift between the speed and torque in this case is much more apparent than 
those for previous hunting frequencies. As the hunting frequency approach the theoretical 
hunting frequency the phase shift between the speed and torque is nearly 90°. The 
magnitude of the speed oscillations is also significantly higher for this hunting frequency 
than the previous frequencies because it is now very close to the resonant frequency.  
Both the simulated and measured results show strong agreement. 
 
 
6.3.6 Induction Motor Results for 
hf Hz 
 
This hunting frequency still lies within the resonant high oscillations region as predicted 
by the model. It is expected that the oscillations are slightly reduced than those for the 




hunting frequency of 
hf = 14 Hz. Due to the increase of the hunting the time scale has 
been reduced in the following figures to cover only 0.25 s.  
 
This was found experimentally to be the resonant frequency where the motor would have 
its maximum speed oscillations. It is clear from the speed curve that the magnitude of the 
oscillations is the highest so far. The phase shift between the speed and torque is higher 
than those of the previous hunting frequencies and now close to 90°. The agreement 
between the measured and simulated results is good. 
 




























































































































Figure  6.34  Measured and Simulated Stator Current for Hunting Load with 
hf Hz 










































Figure 6.35  Measured and Simulated Torque for Hunting Load with 
hf  Hz 
 






























Figure 6.36  Measured and Simulated Rotor Speed for Hunting Load with 
hf Hz 




6.3.7 Induction Motor Results for 
hf Hz 
 
The hunting frequency in this section increased to 18 Hz. Again, the predicted results 
obtained from the dynamic model and the experimental results for the current, speed and 
torque show strong agreement. It is clear from the results that the speed oscillations start 
to reduce as one passes through the resonant hunting frequency, in this particular case, 
hf = 15 Hz, predicted by the dynamic model in table (5.1).  
 
The phase shift between the speed and torque is still high as the hunting frequency is still 
close to the resonant frequency. 
 
 




























































































































Figure 6.39  Measured and Simulated Stator Current for Hunting Load with 
hf Hz 










































Figure 6.40  Measured and Simulated Torque for Hunting Load with 
hf  Hz 
 






























Figure 6.41  Measured and Simulated Rotor Speed for Hunting Load with 
hf Hz 




6.3.8 Induction Motor Results for 
hf  Hz 
 
This section contains the last hunting frequency which was covered by the dynamic 
model analysis and the experimental test validation. The results obtained from the model 
and the experiment continue show an excellent correlation. It demonstrates that the 
dynamic model can accurately predict the speed and torque oscillations. The next five 
figures illustrate how the correlation between the dynamic model results and the 
measured results obtained from the testing. The measured results do not only validate the 
dynamic model, but also validate the ability of the dynamic model in determining the 
damping and synchronising torques and predicting the speed oscillations. 
 
 





































Figure 6.42  Measured Stator Current, Torque and Rotor Speed for Hunting Load 
with 
hf   Hz 
 










































Figure 6.43  Simulated Stator Current, Torque and Rotor Speed for Hunting Load 
with 
hf   Hz 
 




































Figure 6.44  Measured and Simulated Stator Current for Hunting Load with 
hf  Hz 










































Figure 6.45  Measured and Simulated Torque for Hunting Load with 
hf   Hz 
 








































Figure 6.46  Measured and Simulated Rotor Speed for Hunting Load with 
hf  Hz 






At this point, it can be concluded that a cage rotor induction motor can drive an 
oscillating load but its response varies depending on the oscillation frequency. The 
oscillating load causes speed oscillations, and the amplitude of the speed oscillations 
depends on the hunting frequency. As the hunting frequency increase, the amplitude of 
the speed oscillations should decrease unless the hunting frequency gets close to the 
resonant frequency.  The resonant frequency is the frequency at which the synchronizing 
torque coefficient cancels the damping caused by the inertia. At the resonant frequency 
the cage rotor induction motor can experience large speed and current oscillations. Once 
the hunting frequency passes the resonance frequency range, the amplitude of the speed 
oscillations will reduce. A phase shift also occurs between the torque and speed as the 
hunting frequency changes. This phase shift is small at low hunting frequencies, 
hf < 6 
Hz in this example, but is more significant at high frequencies. The phase shift between 
the speed and torque will approach 90 degrees as the hunting frequency gets close to the 
resonant frequency. 
 
This chapter has demonstrated that the dynamic model is capable of predicting accurate 
results for the cage rotor motor subjected to oscillating load. The correlation between the 
measured results and simulated results for the current, speed and torque shows strong 
evidence for the validity of the dynamic model. 












The previous analysis applying the dynamic model based on the harmonic field analysis,   
was meant to assist in overcoming design issue when squirrel cage induction motors are 
connected to reciprocating pumps or compressors. The issue related to the motor rating 
when driving a compressor for example using the average or rms torque without 
considering the pulsating torques. In these cases, the motor may stall at the first large 
torque pulsation for example. The choice is either a higher rated motor that can overcome 
this dynamic torque problem, but the motor rating is greater than the average or rms load 
requirement and hence over-sized and commonly operating at reduced efficiency because 
it is on part-load overall. The other option is to keep the existing motor rated for the 
average load torque for example, and overcome the pulsating torques with the aid of 
additional inertia.  
 
In this chapter, the model was used to analyse a squirrel cage induction motor with a 
reciprocating compressor load initially without additional inertia. Following this, the 
model was used to determine the inertia needed to maintain the speed oscillations within 
certain limits. 
 
One of the features of the dynamic model is the ability to include rotor faults and 
therefore the effect of broken bars on the motor performance when the load is a 
reciprocating compressor will be investigated. The model will illustrate the behaviour of 
the induction motor with one and two broken bars. 





7.2 Reciprocating Compressor load  
 
The reciprocating compressor used in the analysis is a 2-stage double-acting compressor 
with a displacement of 90° between the two cranks. The lower half of each cylinder has 
been unloaded to give a half-load condition. Figure (7.1) illustrates the compressor 
torque/angle characteristic. The reciprocating compressor details and the compressor 
torque equation were taken from [32] . The compressor torque in [32] has been modified 
to give hunting frequency of  approximately 12 Hz when it is connected to the cage motor 
used in this part of analysis. The torque cycle would normally be completed over one 
revolution of 360 degrees. This has been modified to four revolutions to illustrate the 




L c0 ck k
k = 1
k (θ - 90)





  (7.1) 
 


















Figure 7.1  Reciprocating Compressor Torque/Angle Characteristic 





The harmonic torque components of the reciprocating  compressor as given in [32] is 
summarized in the following table. 
 







0 0.38 – 
1 0.39 0.3 
2 0 0 
3 0.11 6.08 
4 0.10 5.12 
 
 
The load torque expressed in equation (7.1) was used in the dynamic model to determine 




7.3 Model Analysis of a Cage Induction Motor with the Reciprocating 
Compressor Load 
 
In this section the model was used to analyse the motor while it drives the reciprocating 
compressor load given by equation (7.1). The model was used initially to determine the 
current, speed and torque of the motor when the total inertia is the system inertia only. 
Following this an additional inertia was added to minimize the oscillations within pre-
determined limits.  
 





7.3.1 Model Analysis of the Reciprocating Compressor Load without Additional 
Inertia 
 
The torque load of equation (7.1) was scaled to have an average of 7.31 Nm for the load 
wave shown in figure (7.1). The average torque load is the full load torque of the 
induction motor. The model was run initially with the estimated system inertia of 0.0056 
2kg.m  to determine the speed and torque pulsations. The stator current was expected to 
transiently exceed the rated full load current of 4.6 A (rms value). The following figures 
show the model results for stator current, torque and speed when reciprocating 
compressor load was applied. 
 
Examining the simulated current response (Figure 7.2), it is clear that some of the current 
peaks exceed 12 A, and the torque graph shows a maximum torque value of around 16 
Nm. This value is more than double the rating torque of the motor and is close to the peak 
torque capability of the motor. The motor in this situation would be under considerable 
stress. The hunting torque frequency is approximately 12 Hz, because the motor average 
speed is around 2860 rpm this corresponds to 48 revolutions per second. One complete 
cycle however of the compressor would take 4 revolutions.  The motor speed shows a 
peak-to-peak oscillation of approximately 400 rpm. These large speed oscillations can 
again have impact on the motor reliability by increasing the probability of a rotor cage 

































Figure 7.2  Stator Current for Reciprocating Compressor Load without Additional 
Inertia 
 






















Figure 7.3  Shaft Torque for Reciprocating Compressor Load without Additional 
Inertia 





























7.3.2 Model Analysis for the Induction Motor with the Reciprocating Compressor 
Load and Additional Inertia 
 
The amount of inertia required to be added to the system can be calculated using by the 














          
lΔT : Load torque oscillation 
          
rΔω : Rotor speed oscillation. 





            'dT : Damping torque coefficient. 
            'sT : Synchronizing torque coefficient. 
            
hω : periodic hunting frequency. 
 
To use equation (7.2) to determine the required inertia, it is necessary to obtain the 
damping and synchronizing torque coefficients as well as the load torque oscillation. 
Using the Matlab code described previously in chapter five, a copy is included in the 
appendix, to compute the damping and synchronizing torque coefficients the following 
results were obtained: 
'
dT ≈ 0.3328 
'
sT ≈ 19.834   
Substituting these values into equation (7.2) to reduce the speed oscillation to 








 - (0.3328)  + 




 = 0.04025 2kg.m . 
 
The additional inertia to be added to the system in the form of a flywheel for example 
should be 
0.04025 – 0.0056 = 0.03465 2kg.m . 
 





To verify that the recommended inertia will reduce the speed oscillations to 
approximately 30 rpm, the dynamic performance of the motor was simulated again using 
the increased system inertia.   
 


























Figure 7.5  Stator Current for Reciprocating Compressor Load with Extra Inertia 
 
 
It is clear in figure (7.5) that the effect of having more system inertia reduces the peak 
transient current levels. The average of the stator current in this case will not exceed the 
rating full load current of 4.6 A. The average peak current was estimated to be 6.06 A and 
the rms value for this average peak current is 4.285 A. 
 
The next figures show the effect of the extra inertia on the torque and speed oscillations. 
The speed oscillations are expected to be around 30 rpm from the calculation of the 
additional inertia in equation (7.2). The result in figure (7.7) gives 27.5 rpm which 





correlates well. The torque oscillations are also now within acceptable limits, the average 
is approximately 7.31 Nm. 
 
 

















Figure 7.6  Shaft Torque for Reciprocating Compressor Load with Extra Inertia 
 

























Figure 7.7  Rotor Speed for Reciprocating Compressor Load with Extra Inertia 
 
 
7.4 Model Analysis for Cage Rotor Induction Motor with Broken Bars 
 
In this section, the behaviour of the cage rotor induction motor used earlier will be 
assessed to see the impact of one or two broken rotor bars whilst driving the compressor 
load. The dynamic model developed in this thesis can accommodate such faults quite 
easily unlike conventional two-axis dynamic models. 
 
 
7.4.1 Model Analysis for Induction Motor with One Broken Bar  
 
In the case of one broken bar, the two rotor loops separated by that bar will be combined 
to create a double-width loop as illustrated in figure (7.8). 








Figure 7.8  Rotor Loop Representation with 1 Broken Rotor Bar 
 
 
If the bar between two adjacent loops is open-circuited, then the current in loop r+1 and 
loop r+2 will be
brokenI . In the normal healthy case with no broken bars, the resultant 
circulating end ring current is zero, however in the case of broken bar or bars the resultant 
will be non-zero any more.  The model is capable of determining the circulating end-ring 
current with and without broken bars. In all the previous healthy cases, the circulating 
end-ring current was zero. 
 
The circulating end-ring current for example when the induction motor with extra inertia 
drove the reciprocating compressor and a healthy rotor is illustrated in figure (7.9). 
 























Figure 7.9  End-Ring Current for a Healthy Induction Motor with Reciprocating 
Compressor Load and Extra Inertia 
 
 
To implement a rotor bar fault in the dynamic model, the effect of the broken bar will be 
included in the coupling inductances matrix, L. The new inductance matrix should have 
the column relating to 
r + 2I  added to the column relating to r + 1I , since the both rotor 
loops are replaced by the new double-width loop. The row relating to 
r + 2I  should also be 
added to the row relating to
r + 1I , and finally the (r +5)th entry in the voltage vector 
should be deleted to ensure the application of Kirchhoff’s voltage law to the double-width 
rotor loop.  Current variable 
r + 2I  should be deleted from the current vector. 
 
The analysis of the induction motor with the compressor load in this case with one broken 
bar using the dynamic model gives the following results for the stator current, shaft 
torque, rotor speed and end-ring current. 
 























Figure 7.10  Stator Current of Induction Motor with Compressor Load with 
Additional Inertia and 1 Broken Bar 
 
 
There is no noticeable change in the stator current due to the broken bar with the dynamic 
load, however there should be an induced current component at a frequency of 
main(1 ± 2s) f [50]. The influence of the broken bar should appear on the speed and torque. 
The run-up time to reach full load speed increased with one broken bar which indicates 
some loss of torque. The resultant end-ring current in this case will be non-zero. The rotor 
bar currents will also not be distributed equally around the cage as in the case for the 
healthy rotor. The adjacent rotor bars to the broken bar should carry higher currents 
compared to the rest of the bars [64].  
 
To demonstrate the validity of the model with broken bars, a frequency domain analysis 
for the torque spectrum using Matlab Fast Fourier transformation (FFT) was used to show 
the frequency component, 2sf ≈ 4.6 Hz, caused by the broken bars in Figure (7.12). The 
frequency component at 11.9 Hz corresponds to the oscillating compressor load. 























Figure 7.11  Torque of Induction Motor with Compressor Load with Additional 
Inertia and 1 Broken Bar 
 





















Figure 7.12  Torque Signal Analysis using FFT 
























Figure 7.13  Rotor Speed of Induction Motor with Compressor Load with 
Additional Inertia and 1 Broken Bar 
 






















Figure 7.14  End-Ring Current of Induction Motor with Compressor Load with 
Additional Inertia and 1 Broken Bar 
 





The peak speed oscillation also reduced to 2892 rpm instead of 2904 rpm previously and 
the average of speed oscillations has been reduced. This is expected due to the net 
increase in the rotor resistance caused by the broken bar. 
 
The effect of one broken bar is generally not significant for small or medium size  motors 
[64]. They can survive this fault for a considerable period, however the adjacent bars to 
the faulted broken carry a higher current as a result and this can promote a fault in these 
due to the additional mechanical and electrical loading. A broken rotor bar therefore can 
lead to further bar faults and a more serious situation. In figure (7.15), the currents in the 
rotor bars 2 and 4 (adjacent bars to broken bar No. 3), and bar number 15 are compared in 
order to see the effect of a broken bar on the adjacent bar currents compared to the lower 
current in a bar some distance from the fault. 
 
 





















































Simulated Current for Rotor Bar No. 2
Simulated Current for Rotor Bar No. 4
Simulated Current for Rotor Bar No. 15
 
Figure 7.15  Rotor bar Currents 2, 4 and 15 with Compressor Load and Extra 
Inertia with Bar No. 3 Broken 
 





7.4.2 Model Analysis for Motor with Two Adjacent Broken Bars  
 
In this case the analysis of the cage induction motor with the compressor load and extra 
inertia was examined. Two adjacent bars were broken (bar no. 3 and bar no. 4) and the 





Figure 7.16  Rotor Loop Representation with 2 Broken Rotor Bar 
 
 
The inductance matrix, L, in this case will be reduced by 2 rows and 2 columns, and the 
current and voltage vectors also reduced by 2 rows. The new inductance matrix should 
have the row and column relating to 
r + 2I  and r + 3I added to the column relating to r + 1I . 
The appropriate entries in the voltage and current vectors should also be deleted to ensure 
the application of Kirchhoff’s voltage law to the new bigger rotor loop.  The performance 
of the induction motor driving the reciprocating compressor with additional inertia but 
with two broken rotor bars was assessed. 
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Figure 7.17  Stator Current of Induction Motor with Compressor Load with 
Additional Inertia and 2 Broken Bars 
 





























Figure 7.18  Torque of Induction Motor with Compressor Load with Additional 
Inertia and 2 Broken Bars 





























Figure 7.19  Rotor Speed of Induction Motor with Compressor Load with 
Additional Inertia and 2 Broken Bars 
 
















Time, s  
Figure 7.20  End-Ring Current of Induction Motor with Compressor Load with 
Additional Inertia and 2 Broken Bars 






















































Simulated Current for Rotor Bar No. 2
Simulated Current for Rotor Bar No. 5
Simulated Current for Rotor Bar No. 15
 
Figure 7.21  Rotor bars 2, 5 and 15 Currents of Induction Motor with Compressor 






It is evident that the performance of the cage induction motor deteriorates further with a 
second bar broken. Again there is no noticeable effect on the stator current. The peak 
torque oscillation has reduced from 8.9 Nm for the case of one broken bar to 8.7 Nm for 
the case of two broken bars. The same effect is evident in the rotor speed due to the 
increased rotor resistance. The peak speed oscillations have reduced to 2883 rpm for the 
case of two broken bars instead of 2892 rpm in the case of one broken bar and 2904 rpm 
for the case of healthy motor.  
 
In the case for two broken bars however, it is also clear that the circulating current in the  





end-ring is higher than the case for one broken bar.  
 
The currents that flow in the adjacent rotor bars (Bars no. 2 and 5) to the pair of broken 
bars (Bars no. 3 and 4) as expected are higher than the rest of the bar currents as shown in 
figure (7.21). The increased bar current in the adjacent bars around the two broken bars is 
higher than those found in the adjacent bars to a single broken bar. This further stresses 
those bars and increase the likelihood of a fault propagating to a complete cage failure. 
 
This chapter illustrates and demonstrates the capability of the dynamic model in 
accommodating rotor cage faults. Unfortunately it was too difficult to validate the results 
experimentally but the trends illustrated in the simulated results follow those described in 
[64]. 




 Chapter 8 
Conclusions and Future Work 
 
 
8.1 Conclusions  
 
The project involved the development of a new analytical method of predicting the 
behaviour of squirrel cage induction motors subjected to dynamic pulsating loads such as 
a reciprocating compressor for example. The objective was to develop a design method 
for determining the rating of industrial induction motors driving a pulsating load. The 
analytical approach used to analyze the motor was based upon the harmonic coupling 
inductance method which was capable of accommodating any stator winding 
arrangement used in industrial motor designs. The coupling impedance approach has 
been used in the past to develop steady-state models of induction machine operating at 
constant speed and load. The analytical dynamic model developed in this project was 
validated initially using a Matlab software model for cage induction motors driving a 
selection of compressor loads. The simulation results were finally correlated with a 
detailed experimental validation in the laboratory using an industrial cage induction 
motor connected to a synchronous permanent magnet motor controlled electronically to 
simulate a compressor load. 
 
The calculations of the self and mutual inductances based on the harmonic analysis 
method used in this thesis have shown a good correlation with the simulated results and 
also with those obtained from the experimental work. A standard numerical integration 
method, the 4
th
 order Runge Kutta method, was shown to be adequate in determining the 
transient time solutions for a cage motor driving a dynamic load. 
 
The dynamic model was also used to determine the damping and synchronising torque  




coefficients that provide a better understanding of the interactions between a cage motor 
and a general dynamic load. 
 
 The general approach enables the designers to quickly determine the total system inertia 
required to maintain the motor torque pulsations within certain pre-defined limits, and 
subsequently reducing current and speed pulsations as well. The results obtained from the 
simulation using the recommended inertia have shown a significant reduction in the 
current, torque and speed pulsations. 
 
In addition, the dynamic model proposed in this thesis could also be used to predict the 
resonance hunting frequency for any particular dynamic loading condition at which the 
largest speed oscillations occur. These speed oscillations can have a significant impact on 
the motor performance and could result in a major mechanical failure. The dynamic 
model simulation results for the predicted frequency range that high speed oscillations 
occur again show good agreement with the experimental results and demonstrate the 
validity of this approach to predict resonance hunting frequencies. In practice it would be 
useful to avoid operating the motor at these frequencies.  
 
 The simulated model results and the measured results for different hunting frequencies 
correlate closely. Both set of results show that as the motor approaches the hunting 
frequency, the phase shift between speed and torque increases. As the hunting frequency 
increases, the phase shift between the speed and torque also increases. Both the measured 
and simulated results have shown that the amplitude of speed and torque variations 
reduce as the hunting frequencies increases above the resonant frequency range. 
 
The dynamic model developed has the additional capability of predicting the motor 
response with a faulty cage. This is likely to be more common in motors driving dynamic 
loads. The influence of broken rotor bar for example modifies the motor speed and torque 
response. The run-up time to reach full load speed increases with broken rotor bars. The 




resultant circulating end-ring current in this case will be non-zero. The rotor bar currents 
are also distributed non-uniformly compared to a healthy cage. The rotor bar currents 
adjacent to the broken bar have higher values than the rest of the bars. As a result, the 
adjacent bars to a broken bar or bars will be subjected to higher thermal stresses. The 
presence of broken rotor bars introduces, as expected, torque and speed oscillations. The 
peak speed oscillation was found to reduce for a rotor with broken bars and the average 
speed oscillation also reduced. That was expected due to the net average increase in the 
rotor resistance caused by the broken bars. As the number of broken bars increases, the 
circulating current flowing in the end-ring also increases due to asymmetry of the rotor. 
Both peak speed and torque oscillations reduce as the number of broken bars increases. 
The currents that flow in the neighbouring bars have the highest magnitudes but the bar 
current reduces as you move progressively away from the broken bar. 
 
The work presented in this thesis has demonstrated the validity of the dynamic cage 
induction motor model developed. The model has been shown to be reliable and to 
predict accurate results. It is a useful contribution for designers of cage induction motors 
because it enables the correct specification of motor and inertia required for any dynamic 
load in a relatively simple manner. It further allows the designer to understand the 
consequences of a faulty rotor cage on the system performance. Alternative approaches 
such as the finite-element method are available but these are complex and 
computationally very expensive.  
 
The harmonic dynamic model developed in this thesis is considered to be the only model 
that capable of predicting the rotor bar currents for all bars and the end-ring current 
unlike the dq-model. The application of the model in computing the damping and 
synchronising toque coefficient is easier than Kron’s networks approach that require a lot 
of long computations. The model can be used to analyse any cage rotor induction motor 
regardless of the stator winding arrangement for any dynamic load. It can be used to rate 
the cage rotor induction motor with the aid of additional inertia when the load is 
oscillatory such as reciprocating compressor as described in Chapter seven. 
 




8.2 Recommendations for Future Work  
 
A further investigation would be worth understanding on the application of this model in 
determining the damping and synchronizing torque coefficients for a wide range of 
motors with different power ratings for several speed variations range from 1 rad/sec to 
10 rad/sec. This would allow general trends in the damping and synchronous torque 
coefficients to be understood and possibly enable simplistic empirically based values to 
be recommended for a range of industrial motors. 
 
A detailed study on choosing the optimum inertia to reduce the pulsating speed to within 
safe limits for a range of general industrial dynamic loads could also be done using this 
model along with a formal optimization method.  
 
The work demonstrated in Chapter seven to choose the size of the additional inertia to be 
connected to the correct rating of a cage rotor induction motor that delivers a torque equal 
to the average of the load cycle could be considered as preliminary work to be extended 
to cover any cage rotor induction motor with any reciprocating compressor load. It can 
help in choosing a correct rate of cage rotor induction motor when it derives a pulsating 
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Induction Motor Data Provided by Manufacturer 
 
 
A.1 Nameplate Data 
 
Frame Size W-DA90LM 
Number of Poles 2 
Output Power 2.2 KW 
Voltage 400 V 
Number of Phases 3 
Frequency 50 Hz 
 
 
A.2 Winding Data 
 
Winding type Whole coil concentric, single 
layer, unchorded 
Coils per slot 1 
Tiers 3 
Coils per group 2 
Turns per coil 45 
No. of parallels 1 









R R R R B B B B Y Y Y YR R R R B B B BY Y Y Y.
Slots
No.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 ……………………………... 23 24
 
 
Figure A.1  Stator Winding Layout 
 
 
A.3 Rotor Core Data 
 
Lamination Material  Polycor 420-50 unannealed 
Number of bars 29 
Core length (mm) 100 
Stacking factor 0.97 
Air-gap length (mm)  0.3 
Skew 2 Rotor bars 






A.4 Stator Core Data 
 
Lamination Material Polycor 420-50 
Number of slots 24 
Core length (mm) 100 




A.5 Equivalent Circuit and Performance Data  
 
 Reference Cold 
R1 (Ω) 3.43 @ 75°C 2.82 @ 20°C 
 Full Load No Load 
X1 (Ω) 1.71 1.71 
L1 5.443e-3 5.443e-3 
R2 @ 75°C (Ω) 2.24 2.24 
X2 (Ω) 4.64 9.81 
RM (Ω) 2204 2126 
XM (Ω) 117 120 
Is (A) 4.292 1.892 
Speed (rpm) 2885.1 2999.4 
Power factor 0.871 0.096 
Input Power 2.589 KW 0.126 KW 






Matlab Codes and Labview Code 
 
 
B.1 Matlab Codes 
 
Matlab has been studied [65-68] to create the codes to compute the stator phases 
conductor densities, then their values used in computing the sub-matrices for stator self 
and mutual resistances matrix, rotor self and mutual matrix, end-ring vector, stator self 
and mutual inductances matrix, rotor self and mutual inductances matrix, end-ring 
inductance vector, stator to rotor and rotor to stator inductances matrices. Then the code 
was written to build the main L, R and G matrices of the dynamic model. After that, it 
uses the ODE45 build-in code to solve the initial value differential equations for the 
stator and rotor loops currents, end-ring current, speed and electromagnetic torque. 
Finally all the results should be plotted in figures.  
 
There are 4 main different Matlab codes used for different purposes in this thesis: 
1- General code to compute the dynamic analysis of the induction motor. 
2- Specific code to compute the dynamic analysis with controlling the pulsating load 
amplitude and frequency. 
3- Matlab code to compute the dynamic analysis of the induction motor with 1 
broken bar. 
4- Matlab code to compute the dynamic analysis of the induction motor with 2 
broken bars. 
 




Run the main Code
Call other Subroutines to compute
R, L and magnitude of G matrices
Enter motor parameters
Build the main model R, L, and G matrices
after adding end-ring part and mechanical
equation part
Motor_2 file will be called to compute stator, rotor
and end-ring currents as well as angular speed and
displacement using Runge Kutta 4th order method
Plot results for stator, rotor, end-
ring currents, and rotor speed
Use values for stator, rotor currents









1- General code to compute the dynamic analysis of the induction motor 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%                                                                      % 
% This is the general program code that will call all the other program% 
% codes to construct the mutual inductances matrices as well as the    %   
% rotor and stator resistances matrices based on the information will  %                  
% be asked by this program, then it will display them and build 'L' and% 
% 'G'and ‘R’ matrices.                                                 % 




global w  nloop R npole inertia  d  f p R__ss M__ss M__sr_abs alpha Vr h  




f=input('Enter the line frequency, f= '); 
l=input('Enter the machine axial length in milimeter, l= '); 
d=input('Enter the gap mean diameter in milimeter, d= '); 
g=input('Enter the air gap length in milimeter, g= '); 
Nb=input('Enter the number of rotor bars, Nb= '); 
h=input('Enter the total number of harmonics to be considered, h= -+ '); 
npole=input('Enter the machine total number of poles, 2p= '); 
gamma=input('Enter the skewing angle in radian, gamma= '); 
nsl=input('Enter the stator total number of slots, nsl= '); 
r_s=input('Enter stator windings resistnce (balanced windings have same 
resistance),r_s = '); 
r_bar=input('Enter rotor bar resistance (single bar),r_bar = '); 
r_end=input('Enter total end ring resistance,r_end = '); 
ll=input('Enter the slot and end windings leakage inductance,ll= '); 
l_bar=input('Enter the bar inductance,l_bar='); 
l_end=input('Enter the end ring inductance, l_end='); 












format short eng 
  
  
% To ensure h is odd number  
if rem(h,2)==0     







% winding conductor density distribution 
for x=1:1:h                 
     k=npole*x/d; 
    
     c1(1,x)=0;      % To ensure each conductor density start from zero  
     c1(2,x)=0;      % value for each new harmonic.c1:cond. denst. 
     c1(3,x)=0; 
    for s=1:1:nsl 
        y_s=(s-1)*pi*d/nsl; % It is in meter not in radian, that is why  
                            % it is 'pi*d' not '2*pi'        
              
        for i=1:1:3     
            c1(i,x)=c1(i,x)+ ns(s,i)*exp(j*k*y_s)/(pi*d); 
            % To compute the the conductor density destributions from 
each 
            % slot for each single positive harmonic,x. 
        end 













M_sr;     % M_rs is also included in this code to save time. 
          % it is important to know that G__sr_abs=M__sr_abs. 
  
  
% Next section to build R L and G matrices involving only absolute    
% values for M__sr and G__sr. 
 
R=[R__ss zeros(3.,nloop) zeros(3.,1.) zeros(3.,2.);zeros(nloop,3.) R__rr 
(R__re)' zeros(nloop,2.);zeros(1,3) R__re r_end 
zeros(1.,2.);zeros(2.,3.+nloop+1.+2.)]; 
L=[M__ss (M__sr_abs)' zeros(3,1) zeros(3.,2.);M__sr_abs M__rr (M__re)' 
zeros(nloop,2.);zeros(1,3) M__re l_end 
zeros(1.,2.);zeros(2.,3.+nloop+1.) [1. 0.;0. 1.]]; 





hh=[0 0.38 0;1 0.39 0.3;2 0 0;3 0.11 6.08;4 0.10 5.12]; 






% to make 5 seperate figures for stator currents, rotor loops currents, 






    if i<=3. 
        stator=y(:,i); 
        figure(1.); 
        subplot(2.,2.,i); 
        plot(t,stator); 
        xlabel('time'); 
        ylabel('Current'); 
        title(['stator current # ',int2str(i)]); 
         
    elseif i==nloop+4. 
            end_ring=y(:,i); 
            figure(3.); 
            plot(t,end_ring); 
            xlabel('time'); 
            ylabel('Current'); 
            title('End Ring Current'); 
     
    elseif  i>3. && i<=3.+nloop 
            rotor=y(:,i); 
            figure(2.); 
            if rem(nloop,2)==0; 
            subplot(nloop/2.,2.,i-3.); 
            else subplot((nloop+1)/2.,2.,i-3.); 
            end 
            plot(t,rotor); 
            title(['Rotor loop current # ',int2str(i-3)]); 
             
    elseif i==nloop+5. 
           speed=y(:,i)*30/pi; 
           figure(4.); 
           plot(t,speed); 
           xlabel('time,s'); 
           ylabel('Speed, rpm'); 
           title('Mechanical Angular Speed'); 
    else 
        position=y(:,i); 
    end 
end 
  
% next section is to call torque code to be computed based on the  
% results obtained from above code, then to plot the torque Vs time and 




















● R_ss  Matlab Code 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%  This is a code to build up the stator windings resistances matrix % 





    for n=1:1:3 
        if m==n 
            R__ss(m,n)=r_s; 
        else 
            R__ss(m,n)=0; 
        end 




● R_rr  Matlab Code 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%                                                                      % 
% Rotor loop resistance for the 3 conditions, r1=r2 that is self-resist% 
% of r1 loop, r1=r2 +/- 1 for two adjacent loops to r1, or r1 is none  % 
% of the previous, neither adjacent nor self-resistance.               %                     





     
    for r2=1:1:nloop 
         
        if r1==r2 % self-resistance of a loop. 
            R__rr(r1,r2) = 2*r_bar + 2*r_end/nloop; 
        elseif r1==r2-1 %mutual resistance between 2 adjacent loops. 
            R__rr(r1,r2) = -r_bar; 
        elseif r1==r2+1  %mutual resistance between 2 adjacent loops. 
            R__rr(r1,r2) = -r_bar; 
        elseif r1==1 
            R__rr(r1,nloop)=-r_bar; 
        elseif r1==nloop 
            R__rr(r1,1)=-r_bar; 
        else % mutual resistance between each two loops  not adjacent. 
           R__rr(r1,r2)= 0; 
        end 







● R_end  Matlab Code 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% The next  (matlab loop) is made to explain end-ring current   % 
% part through rotor loops matrix which will occupay the row    % 








● M_ss  Matlab Code 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%                                                           % 
%  Matlab code to compute stator windings  self and mutual  % 
%  inductances,M_ss.M__mn is induced to the n-th stator     %  
%  winding by the m-th winding's current                    % 




for m=1:1:3     
    for n=1:1:3 
         
        y=0; 
        for x=1:4:h 
            if x==5 
                k=npole*-x/d; 
            else k=npole*x/d; 
           end 
            y = y + real(c1(m,x)*conj(c1(n,x))/(k*k));   
            % harmonic part of the self and mutual inductances for m and       
            % n stator windings to compute it for all harmonics. 
        end 
        if m==n 
            M__ss(m,n)=(2*u*l*pi*d*y/g + ll) ; % M__ss final equation  
        else                                  % for +- harmonic to be  
            M__ss(m,n)=(2*u*l*pi*d*y/g) ;   % built in a matrix form,3x3 
        end 










● M_rr  Matlab Code 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%                                                           % 
%  Matlab code to compute rotor loop self and mutual        % 
%  inductances,M_rr.For 3 diffenent conditions; r1=r2(self- % 
%  inductance of r1 loop,& r1=r2 +/- 1 for adjacent loops.  % 




l_rr = u*l*lamda_r/g*(1-lamda_r/(pi*d)); 
m_rr = -u*l*lamda_r/g*(lamda_r/(pi*d)); 
for r1=1:1:nloop 
     
    for r2=1:1:nloop 
         
        if r1==r2   % self-inductance of r1 loop. 
            M__rr(r1,r2) = l_rr + 2*l_bar + 2*l_end/nloop ;   
        elseif r1 == r2-1 % mutual inductance between adjacent  
                          % loops,r1 and r1-1. 
            M__rr(r1,r2) = m_rr - l_bar ; 
        elseif r1 == r2+1 % mutual inductance between adjacent  
                          % loops,r1 and r1+1. 
            M__rr(r1,r2) = m_rr - l_bar ; 
        
        else 
            M__rr(r1,r2) = m_rr ; % mutual inductance between other  
                                  % loops that are not adjacent. 
        end 




   if r1==1 
      M__rr(r1,nloop) = m_rr - l_bar ; 
   elseif r1==nloop 
     M__rr(r1,1) = m_rr - l_bar ; 





● M_end  Matlab Code 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% The next section (matlab loop) is to explain the end-ring current % 
% part which is only linked to the rotor loops through the end-ring % 
% resistance and end-ring inductances. Therefore,it should be added % 
% to both M__rr and R__rr but as seperate column and row vectors.   % 
%                                                                   % 
% In addition, it is necessary to add end-ring current,ie, to our   % 




% our model it is used (Nb-1) loops where in fact there should be Nb% 
% rotor currents. In normal case ie=0, except when at least one of  % 
% bars is broken, then ie is not zero.                              % 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
     
    
       for i=1:nloop 
         M__re(1,i)= l_end/nloop; 






● M_sr Matlab Code 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%                                                           % 
%  Matlab code to compute mutual inducatances between rotor % 
%  loops and stator windings,M_sr as source of induction is % 
%  stator winding currents.odd harmonics to be considered.  % 
%  M_sr is the transpose of M_rs.                           % 





     
    for rl=1:1:nloop      
    y_rn=(rl-1.)*lamda_r; 
     
          for x=1:2:h     %odd harmonics to be included only. 
            k=npole*x/d; 
            v=(x+1.)/2. + (h+1.)/2. *(rl-1.); 
                         %To determine the row number of M__sr for each  
                         %harmonic of eachloop and assign new row number   
                         %when x is reset  to start with new loop.          
            if gamma==0. 
                k_sk=1.; 
            else 
            k_sk = sin(l*k* sin(gamma)/2.) / (l*k*sin(gamma)/2.);  
              
            end 
             
             k_p = sin(k*lamda_r/2.) / (k*lamda_r/2.); 
              
             z=c1(m,x)*exp(-j*k*y_rn); 
             alpha(v,m)= atan2(imag(z),-real(z)); 
             M__sr_abs(v,m)=2.*l*lamda_r*u* abs(z)* k_sk * k_p/(g*k); 
             ph_M__sr= alpha*180./pi; 
                          
                        % M__sr for the + &- harmonics for x-th harmonic 
                        % of the rl-th loop.M__sr_abs is the magnitude  




                        % winding and rotor bars.ph_sr is the phase  
                        % between specific stator winding and specific  
                        % rotor bar for the v harmonic. 
         end 
           






● Torque Matlab Code 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Torque Equation to be excuted after motor2.m is evaluated by ode45   % 




    I=y(:,1:3+nloop); 
     
for row=1:1:size(t); 
    %time=t(row); 
   for i=1:nloop 
     for  ii=1:3 
     G__sr(i,ii)=M__sr_abs(i,ii)*cos(h*p*y(row,3+nloop+3.)+alpha(i,ii)); 
     end   
   end 
      gg=[zeros(3.,3.) (G__sr)';G__sr zeros(nloop,nloop)]; 
      Te(row,1)=0.5*p*(I(row,:))*gg*(I(row,:))'; 
 
 % Note Te=p*(I)'*gg*I, but since we are taking it for specific t from y    











format short eng 
global  w inertia R p M__sr_abs alpha  nloop M__ss Vr h M__rr M__re 
l_end d hh 
  
  








    M__sr(i,ii)=M__sr_abs(i,ii)*sin(h*p*y(3+nloop+3.)+alpha(i,ii)); 
    G__sr(i,ii)=M__sr_abs(i,ii)*cos(h*p*y(3+nloop+3.)+alpha(i,ii)); 
  end 
end 
  
% To extract the 'I' vector from 'y' vector 
for i=1:3+nloop 
    I(i,1)=y(i); 
end 
  
g=[zeros(3.,3.) (G__sr)';G__sr zeros(nloop,nloop)]; 
Te=1/2*p*I'*g*I; % It is multiplied by 1/2 because the currents are ac  
                 % ones and should be corrected to rms value by   
                 % multiplying by.5 
 
 
% next section to compute the compressor torque load for the first 4 
% harmonics,Tl 
if t<1.5 
    Tl=0; 
  else 
T1=0.0; 
for i=2:1:5 











L=[M__ss (M__sr)' zeros(3.,1.) zeros(3.,2.);M__sr M__rr (M__re)' 
zeros(nloop,2.);zeros(1.,3.) M__re l_end zeros(1.,2.); 
zeros(2.,3.+nloop+1.) [1. 0.;0. 1.]]; 
 
















2- Specific code to compute the dynamic analysis with controlling the pulsating load 
amplitude and frequency. 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%                                                                      % 
% This is the main program code that will analyse the cage rotor       %      
% induction motor with having a control over the pulsating load, to    % 
% control the amplitude and the hunting frequency, all the results     % 
% Will be plotted in figures.                                          % 




global w inertia nloop R npole d  f p R__ss M__ss M__sr_abs alpha Vr h  




f=input('Enter the line frequency, f= '); 
l=input('Enter the machine axial length in milimeter, l= '); 
d=input('Enter the gap mean diameter in milimeter, d= '); 
g=input('Enter the air gap length in milimeter, g= '); 
Nb=input('Enter the number of rotor bars, Nb= '); 
h=input('Enter the total number of harmonics to be considered, h= -+ '); 
npole=input('Enter the machine total number of poles, 2p= '); 
gamma=input('Enter the skewing angle in radian, gamma= '); 
nsl=input('Enter the stator total number of slots, nsl= '); 
r_s=input('Enter stator windings resistnce (balanced windings have same 
resistance),r_s = '); 
r_bar=input('Enter rotor bar resistance (single bar),r_bar = '); 
r_end=input('Enter total end ring resistance,r_end = '); 
ll=input('Enter the slot and end windings leakage inductance,ll= '); 
l_bar=input('Enter the bar inductance,l_bar='); 
l_end=input('Enter the end ring inductance, l_end='); 












format short eng 
  
  
% To ensure h is odd number  
if rem(h,2)==0     






% winding conductor density distribution 
for x=1:1:h                 
     k=npole*x/d; 
    
     c1(1,x)=0;      % To ensure each conductor density start from zero  
     c1(2,x)=0;      % value for each new harmonic.c1:cond. denst. 
     c1(3,x)=0; 
    for s=1:1:nsl 
        y_s=(s-1)*pi*d/nsl; % It is in meter not in radian, that is why  
                            % it is 'pi*d' not '2*pi'        
              
        for i=1:1:3     
            c1(i,x)=c1(i,x)+ ns(s,i)*exp(j*k*y_s)/(pi*d); 
            % To compute the the conductor density distributions from  
            % each slot for each single positive harmonic. 
        end 











M_sr;     % M_rs is also included in this code to save time. 
% it is important to know that G__sr_abs=M__sr_abs. 












% Next section to compute the motor electromagnetic torque,full Te,  
% including transient state. 
  
I=y(:,1:3+nloop); 
 for row=1:1:length(t); 
    for i=1:nloop 
       for  ii=1:3 
     G__sr(i,ii)=M__sr_abs(i,ii)*cos(h*p*y(row,3+nloop+2.)+alpha(i,ii)); 
       end   
    end 
      gg=[zeros(3.,3.) (G__sr)';G__sr zeros(nloop,nloop)]; 
      Te(row,1)=p*(I(row,:))*gg*(I(row,:))'*0.5; %Note Te=p(I)' g I, 
          %but since we are taking it for specific t from y  







 % Next section to take out the transient section, the section  
 % corresponds to starting, compute Te_hunt, Te_av. 
 Te_av=0;  
 for    i=length(t)-15000:1:length(t); 
            Te_av=Te_av+Te(i); 
 end 
Te_av=Te_av/15000    % dc value for the elect. torque, Te. 
  
for i=1:1:15001; 
    Te_hunt(i)=Te(i+length(t)-15001)-Te_av; 
end 
Te_hunt_delta=(max(Te_hunt)-min(Te_hunt))/2 %(max(Te_hunt)-  
                                            % min(Te_hunt))/2            
  
  






for   i=length(t)-15000:1:length(t); 
             speed_av=speed_av+speed(i); 
end 
  
speed_av=speed_av/15000  % dc value for the speed, wr in rpm. 
  
for i=1:1:15001; 






% Next section to compute phi by getting cos(wh*t+ph)*cos(wh*t) for  
% the chosen points to be averaged along the last 4000 points. 
Te_ph=0; 
for i=1:1:15001; 





% Next section to compute phi. 
if abs(Te_ph_av) < 1. 
    phase=acos(Te_ph_av)*180./pi 
    phi=acos(Te_ph_av); 
    T_damp=Te_hunt_delta*cos(phi)/(speed_hunt_delta*pi/(30*p))     % 
speed_hunt_detla should be in rpm 
    T_sync=Te_hunt_delta*sin(phi)/(speed_hunt_delta*pi/(30*p*wh))  % 
speed_hunt_detla should be in rpm 
else 
    phi=pi; 
    %T_damp=Te_hunt_delta*cos(phi)/(dwr/p) 

































● Motor Model for load controlled case 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%                                                                      %  
% This is the model for the cage rotor induction motor for the case    % 
% where the load is controlled over the amplitude and hunting frequency% 





format short eng 
global  w inertia R p M__sr_abs alpha  nloop M__ss Vr h M__rr M__re 
l_end d hh wh 
  
wh=2*pi*19.8; % hunting frequency over 2pi period. 
  
 




  for  ii=1:3 
    M__sr(i,ii)=M__sr_abs(i,ii)*sin(h*p*y(3+nloop+2.)+alpha(i,ii)); 
    G__sr(i,ii)=M__sr_abs(i,ii)*cos(h*p*y(3+nloop+2.)+alpha(i,ii)); 









    I(i,1)=y(i); 
end 
  
g=[zeros(3.,3.) (G__sr)';G__sr zeros(nloop,nloop)]; 
Te=1/2*p*I'*g*I; % It is multiplied by 1/2 because the currents are ac  
                 % ones and should be corrected to rms value by  
                 % multiplying by.5 
 
  
% next section to compute regular pulsating load  
if t<.5 
    Tl=0; 
  else 







L=[M__ss (M__sr)' zeros(3.,2.);M__sr M__rr zeros(nloop,2.); 
zeros(2.,3.+nloop) [1. 0.;0. 1.]]; 








-------------------------------------End of Torque controlled Code--------------------------------- 
 




%                                                                     % 
% This is the general program code that will call all the other       %   
% program codes to construct the mutual inductances matrices as well  %   
% the and stator resistances matrices based on the information will   %  
% be asked by this program, then it will display them and build 'L',  % 
% 'G' and 'R' matrices but for one broken bar.                        % 




global w  nloop R npole inertia  d  f p R__ss M__ss M__sr_abs alpha Vr h  






f=input('Enter the line frequency, f= '); 
l=input('Enter the machine axial length in milimeter, l= '); 
d=input('Enter the gap mean diameter in milimeter, d= '); 
g=input('Enter the air gap length in milimeter, g= '); 
Nb=input('Enter the number of rotor bars, Nb= '); 
h=input('Enter the total number of harmonics to be considered, h= -+ '); 
npole=input('Enter the machine total number of poles, 2p= '); 
gamma=input('Enter the skewing angle in radian, gamma= '); 
nsl=input('Enter the stator total number of slots, nsl= '); 
r_s=input('Enter stator windings resistnce (balanced windings have same 
resistance),r_s = '); 
r_bar=input('Enter rotor bar resistance (single bar),r_bar = '); 
r_end=input('Enter total end ring resistance,r_end = '); 
ll=input('Enter the slot and end windings leakage inductance,ll= '); 
l_bar=input('Enter the bar inductance,l_bar='); 
l_end=input('Enter the end ring inductance, l_end='); 












format short eng 
  
  
% To ensure h is odd number  
if rem(h,2)==0     




% winding conductor density distribution 
for x=1:1:h                 
     k=npole*x/d; 
    
     c1(1,x)=0;      % To ensure each conductor density start from zero  
     c1(2,x)=0;      % value for each new harmonic.c1:cond. denst. 
     c1(3,x)=0; 
    for s=1:1:nsl 
        y_s=(s-1)*pi*d/nsl; % It is in meter not in radian, that is why  
                            % it is 'pi*d' not '2*pi'        
              
        for i=1:1:3     
            c1(i,x)=c1(i,x)+ ns(s,i)*exp(j*k*y_s)/(pi*d); 
            % To compute the the conductor density destributions from  
            % each slot for each single positive harmonic,x. 
        end 














M_sr_1bar_broken;     % M_rs is also included in this code to save time. 
                     % it is important to know that G__sr_abs=M__sr_abs. 
  
  
% Next section to build R L and G matrices involving only absolute  
% values for M__sr and G__sr. 
 
R=[R__ss zeros(3.,nloop-1) zeros(3.,1.) zeros(3.,2.);zeros(nloop-1,3.) 
R__rr (R__re)' zeros(nloop-1,2.);zeros(1,3) R__re r_end 
zeros(1.,2.);zeros(2.,3.+nloop-1.+1.+2.)]; 
L=[M__ss (M__sr_abs)' zeros(3,1) zeros(3.,2.);M__sr_abs M__rr (M__re)' 
zeros(nloop-1,2.);zeros(1,3) M__re l_end zeros(1.,2.);zeros(2.,3.+nloop-
1.+1.) [1. 0.;0. 1.]]; 





hh=[0 0.38 0;1 0.39 0.3;2 0 0;3 0.11 6.08;4 0.10 5.12]; 







% to make 5 seperate figures for stator currents, rotor loops currents,  
% end ring current, angular speed and finally torque vs time & speed 
  
for i=1.:nloop+5. 
    if i<=3. 
        stator=y(:,i); 
        figure(1.); 
        subplot(2.,2.,i); 
        plot(t,stator); 
        xlabel('time'); 
        ylabel('Current'); 
        title(['stator current # ',int2str(i)]); 
         
    elseif i==nloop-1+4. 
            end_ring=y(:,i); 
            figure(3.); 
            plot(t,end_ring); 
            xlabel('time'); 
            ylabel('Current'); 
            title('End Ring Current'); 
     
    elseif  i>3. && i<=3.+nloop-1 
            rotor=y(:,i); 
            figure(2.); 
            if rem(nloop,2)==0; 




            else subplot((nloop+1)/2.,2.,i-3.); 
            end 
            plot(t,rotor); 
            title(['Rotor loop current # ',int2str(i-3)]); 
             
    elseif i==nloop+4. 
           speed=y(:,i)*30/pi; 
           figure(4.); 
           plot(t,speed); 
           xlabel('time,s'); 
           ylabel('Speed, rpm'); 
           title('Mechanical Angular Speed'); 
    else 
        position=y(:,i); 




% next section is to call torque code to be computed based on the  
% results obtained from above code, then to plot the torque Vs time and  




















● R_rr_1bar_broken Matlab Code 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%                                                                      % 
% Rotor loop resistance for the 3 conditions, r1=r2 that is self-resist% 
% of r1 loop, r1=r2 +/- 1 for two adjacent loops to r1, or r1 is none  %  
% of the previous, neither adjacent nor self-resistance. 1 broken bar  % 
% (bar no. 3).                                                         % 





     
    for r2=1:1:nloop-1 
         
        if r1==r2 & r1==2% self-resistance of a loop with 1 broken bar. 




                                                  % due to 1 broken bar. 
        elseif r1==r2    % self-resistance of normal healthy loop. 
            R__rr(r1,r2) = 2*r_bar + 2*r_end/nloop; 
        elseif r1==r2-1 %mutual resistance between 2 adjacent loops. 
            R__rr(r1,r2) = -r_bar; 
        elseif r1==r2+1  %mutual resistance between 2 adjacent loops. 
            R__rr(r1,r2) = -r_bar; 
        elseif r1==1 
            R__rr(r1,nloop-1)=-r_bar; 
        elseif r1==nloop-1 
            R__rr(r1,1)=-r_bar; 
        else % mutual resistance between each two loops  not adjacent. 
           R__rr(r1,r2)= 0; 
        end 






● R_end_1bar_broken Matlab Code 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% The next  (matlab loop) is made to explain end-ring current   % 
% part through rotor loops matrix which will occupay the row    % 




    if i==2 
       R__re(1,i)= 2*r_end/nloop;   
    else 
    R__re(1,i)= r_end/nloop; 











%                                                               % 
%  Matlab code to compute rotor loop self and mutual            % 
%  inductances,M_rr.For 4 diffenent conditions; r1=r2(self-     % 
%  inductance of r1 loop,& r1=r2 +/- 1 for adjacent loops       %     
%  and the case of the double-width loop caused by 1 broken bar % 




l_rr = u*l*lamda_r/g*(1-lamda_r/(pi*d)); 






     
    for r2=1:1:nloop-1 
         
        if r1==r2 & r1==2 % self-inductance for 1 broken bar loop 
            M__rr(r1,r2) = 2*l_rr + 3*l_bar + 4*l_end/nloop ;   
        elseif r1==r2   % self-inductance of r1 loop. 
            M__rr(r1,r2) = l_rr + 2*l_bar + 2*l_end/nloop ;   
        elseif r1==r2-1 & r1==2 |r1==1 & r2==2 |r1==3 & r2==2 
                             % mutual inductance between adjacent loop 
                             % to 1 broken bar loop. 
               M__rr(r1,r2) =2*m_rr - l_bar ;                  
        elseif r1 == r2-1 % mutual inductance between adjacent  
                          % loops,r1 and r1-1. 
            M__rr(r1,r2) = m_rr - l_bar ; 
        elseif r1==r2+1 & r1==2 
               M__rr(r1,r2) =2*m_rr - l_bar ;  
        elseif r1 == r2+1 % mutual inductance between adjacent  
                          % loops,r1 and r1+1. 
            M__rr(r1,r2) = m_rr - l_bar ; 
        
        elseif r1==2 | r2==2 
            M__rr(r1,r2) = 2*m_rr ; % mutual inductance between other  
                                  % loops that are not adjacent. 
        else   
            M__rr(r1,r2) = m_rr; 
        end 




   if r1==1 
      M__rr(r1,nloop-1) = m_rr - l_bar ; 
   elseif r1==nloop-1 
     M__rr(r1,1) = m_rr - l_bar ; 








● M_end_1bar_broken Matlab Code 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% The next section (matlab loop) is to explain the end-ring current % 
% part which is only linked to the rotor loops through the end-ring % 
% resistance and end-ring inductances. Therefore,it should be added % 
% to both M__rr and R__rr but as seperate column and row matrix.    % 
%                                                                   % 
% In addition, it is necessary to add end-ring current,ie, to our   % 
% model to fully specify the rotor current distribution. Because in % 
% our model it is used (Nb-1) loops where in fact there should be Nb% 
% rotor currents. In normal case ie=0, except when at least one of  % 






      for i=1:nloop-1 
           if i==2 
             M__re(1,i)= 2*l_end/nloop; 
           else 
         M__re(1,i)= l_end/nloop; 
           end 





● M_sr_1bar_broken Matlab Code 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%                                                           % 
%  Matlab code to compute mutual inductances between rotor  % 
%  loops and stator windings ,M_sr as source of induction is% 
%  stator winding currents with 1 bar broken.odd harmonics  % 





     
   for rl=1:1:nloop-1 
        
       if rl==1 
          y_rn=0; 
       elseif rl==2 
           y_rn=1.5*lamda_r; 
       else  
           y_rn=rl*lamda_r; 
       end 
           
     
          for x=1:2:h     %odd harmonics to be included only. 
            k=npole*x/d; 
            v=(x+1.)/2. + (h+1.)/2. *(rl-1.); 
                         %To determine the row number of M__sr for each  
                         %harmonic of eachloop and assign new row number   
                         %when x is reset  to start with new loop.          
            if gamma==0. 
                k_sk=1.; 
            else 
            k_sk = sin(l*k* sin(gamma)/2.) / (l*k*sin(gamma)/2.);  
              
            end 
            
            if rl==2 
               k_p(rl,m) = sin(k*2*lamda_r/2.) / (k*2*lamda_r/2.); 
               z(rl,m)=c1(m,x)*exp(-j*k*y_rn); 
               M__sr_abs(v,m)=2.*l*(2*lamda_r)*u* abs(z(rl,m))* k_sk *   
               k_p(rl,m)/(g*k); 




            else 
             k_p(rl,m) = sin(k*lamda_r/2.) / (k*lamda_r/2.); 
             z(rl,m)=c1(m,x)*exp(-j*k*y_rn); 
             M__sr_abs(v,m)=2.*l*lamda_r*u* abs(z(rl,m))* k_sk *  
             k_p(rl,m)/(g*k); 
            
            end 
            alpha(v,m)= atan2(imag(z(rl,m)),-real(z(rl,m))); 
            
              
             ph_M__sr= alpha*180./pi; 
                          
                    % M__sr for the + &- harmonics for x-th harmonic 
                    % of the rl-th loop.M__sr_abs is the magnitude of 
                    % the mutual inductances between stator winding and 
                    % rotor bars.ph_sr is the phase between specific 
                    % stator winding and specific rotor bar for the v 
                    % harmonic. 
         end 
           







● Torque_1bar_broken Matlab Code 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Torque Equation to be excuted after motor_1bar_broken.m is evaluated %  
% by ode45,because it depends on the values of y1,y2,...,y_(3+nloop)  %                                                                     




    I=y(:,1:3+nloop-1); 
     
for row=1:1:size(t); 
    %time=t(row); 
   for i=1:nloop-1 
     for  ii=1:3 
     G__sr(i,ii)=M__sr_abs(i,ii)*cos(h*p*y(row,3+nloop+2.)+alpha(i,ii)); 
     end   
   end 
      gg=[zeros(3.,3.) (G__sr)';G__sr zeros(nloop-1,nloop-1)]; 
      Te(row,1)=0.5*p*(I(row,:))*gg*(I(row,:))'; %Note Te=p(I)'*g*I, but 
                                                 %since we are taking it   
                                % for specific t from y matrix, it is   
                                % already transposed, I'=I(row,:) in  








● motor_1bar_broken Matlab Code 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%                                                                      %  
% This is the model for the cage rotor induction motor for the case    % 
% where there is one broken bar.                                       % 





format short eng 
global  w inertia R p M__sr_abs alpha  nloop M__ss Vr h M__rr M__re 
l_end d hh 
  
  
% To calculate M__sr & G__sr matrices  with values of theta from dynamic 
model 
for i=1:nloop-1 
  for  ii=1:3 
    M__sr(i,ii)=M__sr_abs(i,ii)*sin(h*p*y(3+nloop-1+1+2.)+alpha(i,ii)); 
    G__sr(i,ii)=M__sr_abs(i,ii)*cos(h*p*y(3+nloop-1+1+2.)+alpha(i,ii)); 
  end 
end 
  
% To extract the 'I' vector from 'y' vector 
for i=1:3+nloop-1 
    I(i,1)=y(i); 
end 
  
g=[zeros(3.,3.) (G__sr)';G__sr zeros(nloop-1,nloop-1)]; 
Te=1/2*p*I'*g*I; % It is multiplied by 1/2 because the currents are ac  
            % ones and should be corrected to rms value by multiplying   
            % by.5     
 
 






















L=[M__ss (M__sr)' zeros(3.,1.) zeros(3.,2.);M__sr M__rr (M__re)' 
zeros(nloop-1,2.);zeros(1.,3.) M__re l_end zeros(1.,2.); 
zeros(2.,3.+nloop-1+1.) [1. 0.;0. 1.]]; 
 










------------------------------------End of 1 broken bar motor model------------------------------- 
 




%                                                                      % 
% This is the general program code that will call all the other program%  
% codes to construct the mutual inductances matrices as well as the    % 
% rotor and stator resistances matrices based on the information will  % 
% be asked by this program, then it will display them and build L,G    %  
% and R matrices but for 2 broken bars.                                % 




global w  nloop R npole inertia  d  f p R__ss M__ss M__sr_abs alpha Vr h  




f=input('Enter the line frequency, f= '); 
l=input('Enter the machine axial length in milimeter, l= '); 
d=input('Enter the gap mean diameter in milimeter, d= '); 
g=input('Enter the air gap length in milimeter, g= '); 
Nb=input('Enter the number of rotor bars, Nb= '); 
h=input('Enter the total number of harmonics to be considered, h= -+ '); 
npole=input('Enter the machine total number of poles, 2p= '); 
gamma=input('Enter the skewing angle in radian, gamma= '); 
nsl=input('Enter the stator total number of slots, nsl= '); 
r_s=input('Enter stator windings resistnce (balanced windings have same 
resistance),r_s = '); 
r_bar=input('Enter rotor bar resistance (single bar),r_bar = '); 
r_end=input('Enter total end ring resistance,r_end = '); 
ll=input('Enter the slot and end windings leakage inductance,ll= '); 




l_end=input('Enter the end ring inductance, l_end='); 












format short eng 
  
  
% To ensure h is odd number  
if rem(h,2)==0     




% winding conductor density distribution 
for x=1:1:h                 
     k=npole*x/d; 
    
     c1(1,x)=0;      % To ensure each conductor density start from zero  
     c1(2,x)=0;      % value for each new harmonic.c1:cond. denst. 
     c1(3,x)=0; 
    for s=1:1:nsl 
        y_s=(s-1)*pi*d/nsl; % It is in meter not in radian, that is why  
                            % it is 'pi*d' not '2*pi'        
              
        for i=1:1:3     
            c1(i,x)=c1(i,x)+ ns(s,i)*exp(j*k*y_s)/(pi*d); 
            % To compute the the conductor density distributions from  
            % each slot for each single positive harmonic, x. 
        end 













M_sr_2bar_broken;     % M_rs is also included in this code to save time. 










% Next section to build R L and G matrices involving only absolute  
% values for M__sr and G__sr. 
 
R=[R__ss zeros(3.,nloop-2) zeros(3.,1.) zeros(3.,2.);zeros(nloop-2,3.) 
R__rr (R__re)' zeros(nloop-2,2.);zeros(1,3) R__re r_end 
zeros(1.,2.);zeros(2.,3.+nloop-2.+1.+2.)]; 
 
L=[M__ss (M__sr_abs)' zeros(3,1) zeros(3.,2.);M__sr_abs M__rr (M__re)' 
zeros(nloop-2,2.);zeros(1,3) M__re l_end zeros(1.,2.);zeros(2.,3.+nloop-
2.+1.) [1. 0.;0. 1.]]; 
 





hh=[0 0.38 0;1 0.39 0.3;2 0 0;3 0.11 6.08;4 0.10 5.12]; 







% to make 5 seperate figures for stator currents, rotor loops currents,  
% end ring current, angular speed and finally torque vs time & speed 
  
for i=1.:nloop+4. 
    if i<=3. 
        stator=y(:,i); 
        figure(1.); 
        subplot(2.,2.,i); 
        plot(t,stator); 
        xlabel('time'); 
        ylabel('Current'); 
        title(['stator current # ',int2str(i)]); 
         
    elseif i==nloop-2+4. 
            end_ring=y(:,i); 
            figure(3.); 
            plot(t,end_ring); 
            xlabel('time'); 
            ylabel('Current'); 
            title('End Ring Current'); 
     
    elseif  i>3. && i<=3.+nloop-2 
            rotor=y(:,i); 
            figure(2.); 
            if rem(nloop-2,2)==0; 
            subplot((nloop-2)/2.,2.,i-3.); 
            else subplot((((nloop-2)+1))/2.,2.,i-3.); 
            end 
            plot(t,rotor); 
            title(['Rotor loop current # ',int2str(i-3)]); 
             
    elseif i==3.+nloop-2+1+1. 
           speed=y(:,i)*30/pi; 




           plot(t,speed); 
           xlabel('time,s'); 
           ylabel('Speed, rpm'); 
           title('Mechanical Angular Speed'); 
    else 
        position=y(:,i); 
    end 
end 
  
% next section is to call torque code to be computed based on the  
% results obtained from above code, then to plot the torque Vs time and  













 title('Torque Vs. Speed'); 
 
------------------------------------------------------------ 
● R_rr_2bar_broken Matlab Code 
for r1=1:1:nloop-2 
     
    for r2=1:1:nloop-2 
         
        if r1==r2 & r1==2% self-resistance of a loop with 1 broken bar. 
            R__rr(r1,r2) = 4*r_bar + 6*r_end/nloop; %Double-width loop 
                                                 % due to 1 broken bar. 
        elseif r1==r2    % self-resistance of normal healthy loop. 
            R__rr(r1,r2) = 2*r_bar + 2*r_end/nloop; 
        elseif r1==r2-1 %mutual resistance between 2 adjacent loops. 
            R__rr(r1,r2) = -r_bar; 
        elseif r1==r2+1  %mutual resistance between 2 adjacent loops. 
            R__rr(r1,r2) = -r_bar; 
        elseif r1==1 
            R__rr(r1,nloop-2)=-r_bar; 
        elseif r1==nloop-2 
            R__rr(r1,1)=-r_bar; 
        else % mutual resistance between each two loops  not adjacent. 
           R__rr(r1,r2)= 0; 
        end 








● R_end_2bar_broken Matlab Code 
for i=1:1:nloop-2 
    if i==2 
       R__re(1,i)= 3*r_end/nloop;   
    else 
    R__re(1,i)= r_end/nloop; 




● M_rr_2bar_broken Matlab Code 
l_rr = u*l*lamda_r/g*(1-lamda_r/(pi*d)); 
m_rr = -u*l*lamda_r/g*(lamda_r/(pi*d)); 
  
for r1=1:1:nloop-2 
     
    for r2=1:1:nloop-2 
         
        if r1==r2 & r1==2 % self-inductance for 1 broken bar loop 
            M__rr(r1,r2) = 3*l_rr + 4*l_bar + 6*l_end/nloop ;   
        elseif r1==r2   % self-inductance of r1 loop. 
            M__rr(r1,r2) = l_rr + 2*l_bar + 2*l_end/nloop ;   
        elseif r1==r2-1 & r1==2 |r1==1 & r2==2 |r1==3 & r2==2 
                             % mutual inductance between adjacent loop 
                             % to 1 broken bar loop. 
               M__rr(r1,r2) =3*m_rr - l_bar ;                  
        elseif r1 == r2-1 % mutual inductance between adjacent  
                          % loops,r1 and r1-1. 
            M__rr(r1,r2) = m_rr - l_bar ; 
        elseif r1==r2+1 & r1==2 
               M__rr(r1,r2) =3*m_rr - l_bar ;  
        elseif r1 == r2+1 % mutual inductance between adjacent  
                          % loops,r1 and r1+1. 
            M__rr(r1,r2) = m_rr - l_bar ; 
        
        elseif r1==2 | r2==2 
            M__rr(r1,r2) = 3*m_rr ; % mutual inductance between other  
                                    % loops that are not adjacent. 
        else   
            M__rr(r1,r2) = m_rr; 
        end 
    end 
end  
for r1=1:nloop-2 
   if r1==1 
      M__rr(r1,nloop-2) = m_rr - l_bar ; 
   elseif r1==nloop-2 
     M__rr(r1,1) = m_rr - l_bar ; 







● M_end_2bar_broken Matlab Code 
for i=1:nloop-2 
           if i==2 
             M__re(1,i)= 3*l_end/nloop; 
           else 
         M__re(1,i)= l_end/nloop; 




● M_sr_2bar_broken Matlab Code 
for m=1:1:3 
     
   for rl=1:1:nloop-2 
       
       if rl==1            % reference loop 
          y_rn=0; 
       elseif rl==2 
           y_rn=2.*lamda_r;     % 2 broken bars loop, loop no. 2 
       else                   
           y_rn=(rl+1)*lamda_r;  % rest of the loops 
       end 
        
     
          for x=1:2:h     %odd harmonics to be included only. 
            k=npole*x/d; 
            v=(x+1.)/2. + (h+1.)/2. *(rl-1.); 
                         %To determine the row number of M__sr for each  
                         %harmonic of eachloop and assign new row number   
                         %when x is reset  to start with new loop.          
            if gamma==0. 
                k_sk=1.; 
            else 
            k_sk = sin(l*k* sin(gamma)/2.) / (l*k*sin(gamma)/2.);  
              
            end 
             
              
            if rl==2 
               k_p(rl,m) = sin(k*3*lamda_r/2.) / (k*3*lamda_r/2.); 
               z(rl,m)=c1(m,x)*exp(-j*k*y_rn); 
               M__sr_abs(v,m)=2.*l*(3*lamda_r)*u* abs(z(rl,m))* k_sk *  
               k_p(rl,m)/(g*k); 
               
            else 
                 
             k_p(rl,m) = sin(k*lamda_r/2.) / (k*lamda_r/2.); 
             z(rl,m)=c1(m,x)*exp(-j*k*y_rn); 
             M__sr_abs(v,m)=2.*l*lamda_r*u* abs(z(rl,m))* k_sk *  
             k_p(rl,m)/(g*k); 




            end 
 
            alpha(v,m)= atan2(imag(z(rl,m)),-real(z(rl,m))); 
            ph_M__sr= alpha*180./pi; 
         end 




● Torque_2bar_broken Matlab Code 
I=y(:,1:3+nloop-2); 
     
for row=1:1:size(t); 
   for i=1:nloop-2 
     for  ii=1:3 
     G__sr(i,ii)=M__sr_abs(i,ii)*cos(h*p*y(row,3+nloop-   
     2+1+2.)+alpha(i,ii)); 
     end   
   end 
      gg=[zeros(3.,3.) (G__sr)';G__sr zeros(nloop-2,nloop-2)]; 






● motor_2bar_broken Matlab Code 
function dydt=motor(t,y) 
format short eng 
global  w inertia R p M__sr_abs alpha  nloop M__ss Vr h M__rr M__re 
l_end d hh 
  
  
% To calculate M__sr & G__sr matrices  with values of theta from dynamic 
model 
for i=1:nloop-2 
  for  ii=1:3 
    M__sr(i,ii)=M__sr_abs(i,ii)*sin(h*p*y(3+nloop-2+1.+2)+alpha(i,ii)); 
    G__sr(i,ii)=M__sr_abs(i,ii)*cos(h*p*y(3+nloop-2+1.+2)+alpha(i,ii)); 
  end 
end 
  
% To extract the 'I' vector from 'y' vector 
for i=1:3+nloop-2 
    I(i,1)=y(i); 
end 
  






% next section to compute the compressor torque load for the first 4 
% harmonics,Tl 
if t<.75 

















L=[M__ss (M__sr)' zeros(3.,1.) zeros(3.,2.);M__sr M__rr (M__re)' 
zeros(nloop-2,2.);zeros(1.,3.) M__re l_end zeros(1.,2.); 
zeros(2.,3.+nloop-2+1.) [1. 0.;0. 1.]]; 
 





















Additional Matlab Codes 
 
 




%                                                                      % 
% This is the turns matrix for phase 1,2 and 3. Phase 1 turns in the 24%  
% slots located around the air gap are represented by the first column % 
% of this matrix, ns(:,1). The next two columns for phases 2and 3,     % 
% respectively. The negative sign means the coil is going out of the   %  
% slot, and positive sign means it is going inside the slot.           % 
%                                                                      % 
% This is for a machine's stator winding with 3 phases, 24 slots, 2    % 
% poles, 4 coils/pole/phase, fully pitched (Not Chorded)               % 
% ,45turns/coil/pole/phase.                                            % 
%                                                                      % 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
ns=[45  0   0; 
    45  0   0; 
    45  0   0; 
    45  0   0; 
    0 -45   0; 
    0 -45   0; 
    0 -45   0; 
    0 -45   0; 
    0   0  45; 
    0   0  45; 
    0   0  45; 
    0   0  45; 
    -45 0   0; 
    -45 0   0; 
    -45 0   0; 
    -45 0   0; 
    0  45   0; 
    0  45   0; 
    0  45   0; 
    0  45   0; 
    0   0 -45; 
    0   0 -45; 
    0   0 -45; 








● Runge Kutta 4th Order Source Code 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%                                                                     
%                                                                     % 
% This is a program code to compute a solution for a system of ODEs   % 
% that % are written in the form using Runge Kutta 4th order method:  % 
%                                                                     % 
%                                                                     % 
%                 dy1/dt = f1(t,y1,y2,...,ym)                         % 
%                 dy2/dt = f2(t,y1,y2,...,ym)                         %    
%                                                                     % 
%                 .                                                   %    
%                                                                     % 
%                 .                                                   % 
%                                                                     % 
%                 dym/dt = fm(t,y1,y2,...,ym)                         %   
%                                                                     % 
% It should be entered as:  [x,y] = rk45(func,t1,t2,y0,step)          %               
%                                                                     % 
% inputs:                                                             %     
%          func = name of external function that represents           %                                          
%                the system of ODEs which to be evaluated.            %  
%                                                                     % 
%          t1,t2 = lower and higher limits of integration,            %   
%                  respectively.                                      % 
%          y0    = initial condition of the functions, y1,y2...ym,    % 
%                  which we want to evaluate, however this time it is % 
%                  a vector consists of no. of m  columns.            %                         
%                                                                     % 
%          step  = stepsize, delta(t).                                % 
%                                                                     %   
% output:                                                             %    
%         [x, y] = solution vectors.                                  %   
%                                                                     % 
%                                                                     % 
% N: is the number of times for rk45 to be evaluated.(no. of          % 
%    subdivisions within the specified interval, [t1 t2].             %                            
%                                                                     % 
%                                                                     %    
%                                                                     % 
% NOTE: it is also valid for a system of only one ode. x variable will%    
%       represent time 't' in the solution vector. The answer will be % 
%       x and y where x is a column vector that represent time, and y % 
%       (columns vectors) represents the currents;Is,Ir,Ie,wr and phi,% 
%       each column vector gives the value of that current at each    % 
%       value of x.                                                   % 













if m == 1 
   y0 = y0'; 
end 
  
N=(t2-t1)/step;        %the number of subdivisions in the specified  
                         %interval,[t1 t2]. 
x(1) = t1; 
y(:,1) = y0;        %initial conditions as column verctor 
  
for z = 1:N 
    
   k1 = step*feval(func, x(z), y(:,z)); 
   k2 = step*feval(func, x(z)+step/2, y(:,z)+ k1/2); 
   k3 = step*feval(func, x(z)+step/2, y(:,z)+ k2/2); 
   k4 = step*feval(func, x(z)+step, y(:,z)+ k3); 
   y(:,z+1) = y(:,z) + (k1 + 2*k2 + 2*k3 + k4)/6; 
   x(z+1) = x(1) + z*step; 





%[x' y']        % To show the results as columns, first column for "t" 
               % the rest of the columns for the functions that were 

















B.2 Labview code 
 
Labview was studied [69-71] to develop a code that was used mainly to control the 
permanent magnet synchronous motor to operate with a periodic pulsating load with the 
aid of Control Technique driver. The hunting frequencies as well as the amplitudes of the 
load were also controlled by labview and the drive. Another job for labview was to take 
measurements of the speed and torque from the driver and torque transducer, respectively 
and save them into excel file for future analysis. Labview is a graphical language, so the 
code will be blocks as illustrated next.  
 
The first page has all the code in one page but due to the small size of the blocks it was 
separated into 4 pages to be viewed better.  
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